
The growth of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) has
attracted considerable attention at EU level and in the Member
States in recent years, not least because of their contribution to
job creation. Support for SMEs and their employment potential
has become a key part of EU and national employment
strategies. However, despite the increasing interest in SMEs,
the level of knowledge about industrial relations within them
seems to be generally low. The comparative supplement in this
issue of EIRObserver therefore attempts to provides an initial
snapshot of the situation across the EU (plus Norway), drawing
on the often incomplete information available. After examining
the various definitional problems, the supplement explores the
issues of: employment and working conditions in SMEs;
membership of social partner organisations among SMEs and
their employees; employee representation within SMEs;
collective bargaining and SMEs; and the positions and activities
of trade unions and employers' organisation.

The other articles in this issue cover a wide range of topical
industrial relations themes: from attempts to ``Europeanise''
collective bargaining in metalworking to national bargaining in
Norway; from the European social dialogue on equal
opportunities to new measures on working time organisation
in Luxembourg; and from the long-standing controversy over
union recognition in Ireland to a potential new bargaining issue
- commuting plans - in Belgium.

EIRObserver presents a small edited selection of articles based
on some of the reports supplied for the EIROnline database, in
this case for March and April 1999. EIROnline - the core of
EIRO's operations - is publicly accessible on the World-Wide
Web, providing a comprehensive set of reports on key
industrial relations developments in the countries of the EU
(plus Norway), and at European level. On p.11, we provide a
brief guide for readers on how to access and use EIROnline,
which can be found at:

http://www.eiro.eurofound.ie/

EIRO is based on a network of leading research institutes in
each of the countries covered and at EU level (listed on p.12),
coordinated by the European Foundation for the Improvement
of Living and Working Conditions. Its aim is to collect, analyse
and disseminate high-quality and up-to-date information on
key developments in industrial relations in Europe, primarily to
serve the needs of a core audience of national European-level
organisations of the social partners, governmental organisa-
tions and EU institutions.

Mark Carley, Editor
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Metalworking trade unions from
Austria, the Czech Republic,
Germany, Hungary, Slovakia and
Slovenia have adopted a joint
memorandum on interregional
collective bargaining policy,
declaring their will to prevent
possible ``wage dumping''
through closer cross-border
coordination of bargaining,

The European Metalworkers' Federation
(EMF) - representing 7 million workers in
55 trade unions from 25 European
countries - has long argued that the
increasing economic integration of Eur-
ope must be accompanied by a Eur-
opeanisation of collective bargaining.
The introduction of EMU has, for EMF,
made this need even more urgent. In
December 1998, therefore, the EMF
adopted a resolution on ``collective
bargaining with the euro'', which for the
first time contained a number of guiding
principles for national collective bar-
gaining, in order to prevent downward
competition on wages and working
conditions (EIRObserver 1/99 p.2). The
core of the resolution was the adoption
of a ``European coordination rule'' which
states that national collective agree-
ments should seek at least to offset the
rate of inflation and to ensure that
employees' income reflects a balanced
participation in productivity gains.

EMF believes that institutional innova-
tions allowing for closer transnational
trade union cooperation are needed to
ensure the success of this new ``Eur-
opean coordination rule''. A strategy has
been developed of establishing regional
cross-border collective bargaining net-
works among EMF's affiliates. Following
the adoption of the resolution in De-
cember 1998, EMF set the goal of
completing the Europe-wide expansion
of these networks over the following
two years. However, only a very few
cross-border networks have so far been
set up - the most prominent example is
the cooperation between Belgian and
Dutch metalworkers' unions and the
Northrhine-Westphalia district organisa-
tion of Germany's IG Metall. This
initiative started in 1997 with the
exchange of union observers during
collective bargaining in the steel industry
and was continued in the 1998 and
1999 metalworking bargaining rounds
of the three countries.

East-west interregional network

On 25 March 1999, EMF invited its
affiliates from Austria (GMBE), the Czech
Republic (KOVO), Germany (IG Metall),
Hungary (VASAS), Slovakia (KOVO) and
Slovenia (SKEI) to a meeting in Vienna in
order to discuss the possibilities for
regional cooperation on bargaining pol-

icy. The meeting resulted in the adoption
by all the unions of a joint ``memor-
andum on interregional collective bar-
gaining policy'', which provides for the
establishment of a new ``trade union
cooperation network''.

The memorandum starts with an analysis
of the new European framework condi-
tions for collective bargaining and em-
phasises the need for close transnational
coordination of national unions' bar-
gaining policy, by confirming the EMF
European coordination rule, as follows
(English text provided by EMF): ``A
central point of orientation and yardstick
of trade union wage policy must be
compensation for the rate of inflation
and an equally weighted share for
workers' wages in productivity increases.
The obligation of maintaining purchas-
ing power and equal participation in
increases in productivity represent the
new European coordination rules for
collective bargaining in the European
metalworking economy as a whole. The
trade unions are ... bearing the entire
responsibility for this, just as they are
using their distributional latitude to
improve wages/salaries and employ-
ment, for a shortening of working time
and for retraining to obtain qualification,
for new work organisation and special
benefits such as, for example, early
retirement and measures to secure
pensions.''

On the establishment of an interregional
cooperation network, the memorandum
determines the following fields of ac-
tion:

. at least once a year, the unions
concerned will meet for a mutual
exchange of information on national
economic, socio-political and labour
market conditions and developments,
and on unions' bargaining policy;

. in between the annual meetings, there
should be a permanent exchange of
information on a bilateral level (the IG
Metall district organisation in Bavaria
and its Czech counterpart have had this
kind of information network for several
years);

. there should be regular exchanges of
union observers during regional and/or
national bargaining rounds;

. in the event of strikes and industrial
action, information should be
communicated rapidly to other unions,
with the aim of pre-empting attempts at
strike-breaking and giving support to the
striking union when available; and

. trade union information networks
should be established at the level of
companies which operate internation-
ally, and European Works Councils
(EWCs) should become integrated into
the interregional cooperation network.

The principal aims of the unions involved
are that: close cross-border cooperation
should be expanded at all levels and in
all forms; activities promoting solidarity
should be strengthened; and all oppor-
tunities to engage in common dialogue
should be sought and utilised.

Regarding EWCs, the unions expressed
their will to work for:

. a requirement that eastern European
plants and enterprises be included and
allowed to participate in EWC meetings,
which often already occurs on a
voluntary basis; and

. the extension of the EU Directive to
cover countries immediately after they
conclude negotiations to enter the EU.

Finally, the memorandum also expresses
the unions' support for the demands of
the Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovakia
and Slovenia to join the European Union.
In the unions' view, however, a strong
system of industrial relations and collec-
tive agreements is needed in these
countries to guarantee balanced eco-
nomic and social development. The new
interregional cooperation is therefore
also seen as a contribution to supporting
the eastern European countries ``in
attaining the level of working and living
conditions of their more developed
European neighbours over the medium
and long term''.

Commentary

Following the introduction of EWCs, the
current establishment of interregional
trade union collective bargaining coop-
eration networks can be seen as a
further important innovation in Eur-
opean industrial relations. In particular,
the mutual exchange of trade union
observers during national bargaining
rounds - which in some cases may even
include participation at the negotiating
table - seems to be a very appropriate
way of demonstrating a ``European
dimension'' in national bargaining. For
the unions, it provides the opportunity to
build cross-border cooperation on a
broader basis and to integrate it into the
normal bargaining process.

EMF is certainly one of the pioneers in
pushing towards a Europeanisation of
bargaining. The new initiative by the
Austrian, Czech, German, Hungarian,
Slovakian and Slovenian metalworkers'
unions makes it clear that such a strategy
will not stop at the borders of the ``richer
countries'' of the EU or within the even
smaller territory of the single currency
``euro-zone''. On the contrary, a Eur-
opeanisation of bargaining will reach its
goal of a solidaristic development of
wages and working conditions only
when it covers the whole of Europe.
(Thorsten Schulten, Institute for Eco-
nomic and Social Research (WSI))

DE9904298F (Related records: DE9812283F, DE9707223N)

16 April 1999
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The European-level social partners
in the local government sector,
CEMR Employers' Platform and
EPSU, have signed a wide-ranging
joint declaration on equal
opportunities.

Fittingly, it was on 8 March 1999,
International Women's Day, that the
Council of European Municipalities and
Regions Employers' Platform (CEMR-EP)
and the European Federation of Public
Service Trade Unions, EPSU) signed a
wide-ranging joint declaration on equal
opportunities. The declaration was
signed at a joint conference on equal
opportunities in local government orga-
nised by CEMR-EP and EPSU, whose
European-level dialogue has been un-
derway since 1995, leading to a number
of joint statements and conferences. At
the conference, the social partners
underlined their resolve to secure a
sectoral joint social dialogue committee
(EIRObserver 2/99 p.3) which, it was
argued, would allow for a positive link to
be established between collective bar-
gaining and equal opportunities.

According to a joint press release, CEMR-
EP/EPSU consider their joint statement to
be ``the most progressive statement in
the area of any of the social partners''.
The focus of the document is on the
promotion of equality between men and
women at work, though the signatories
acknowledge the broader context of
equality issues in relation to other
disadvantaged groups.

The social partners welcome existing EU
action on equal opportunities, including
legislation, action programmes and the
emphasis on equality of opportunity in
the current Employment Guidelines.
EPSU and CEMR-EP note that they have
previously developed their position on
equal opportunities in joint declarations
on the modernisation of public services
and on employment, and have contrib-
uted to the European Commission's
study on Women's working conditions in
different sectors of the European econ-
omy (produced by ECOTEC in 1998).

The joint declaration states that the
workforce is the greatest resource in
public services. The majority of workers
delivering local and regional services are
women. Many of these employees work
in flexible employment patterns, such as
``atypical'' and part-time employment.
While the social partners recognise that
local authorities in many countries have
taken significant steps towards elimi-
nating low pay, they note that this
``remains an issue''.

Principles

The declaration states that the goal of
the social partners is to contribute to the
achievement of equality of opportunity

between women and men, which is seen
to exist in working life when workplaces,
methods of organisation and general
working conditions are adapted to both
women and men, and when women and
men have ``the same formal and prac-
tical rights and the same practical
possibilities'' to:

. gain and keep employment;

. be educated in order to develop and be
promoted in their work;

. be found in approximately the same
proportions in different occupations and
levels of hierarchy;

. enjoy the same conditions of
employment, including equal pay for
work of equal value;

. combine employment, family life and
civic activities; and

. take part in and have responsibilities
for decisions at work.

As public authorities, local and regional
authorities have an important role to
play in promoting good equal opportu-
nities practice. The social partners agree
that equality of opportunity is a vital
issue for the sector, and that it should be
an integral part of general human
resources management.

The joint declaration emphasises the role
of access to appropriate childcare provi-
sion in promoting full participation,
noting that the 1992 EU Council Re-
commendation on childcare recom-
mends that Member States ensure
availability of adequate good-quality
childcare provisions at affordable prices.

Actions

The social partners support the following
activities to achieve the goal of greater
equality of opportunity:

. supporting and encouraging the
development of women and men into
non-traditional roles, including the
development of more representative
workforces at all levels, by promoting
positive action;

. encouraging and supporting
development of flexible training and
development to accommodate and
maximise the potential of all employees
regardless of mode of employment or
family responsibilities;

. developing comprehensive pro-
grammes to prevent sexual
harassment at, or in relation to, work
based on the EC Recommendation and
Code of Practice on the subject,
including developing appropriate
remedies for handling complaints and
disputes;

. retaining the skills and experience of
workers as their family and career
commitments develop, by developing
supportive family-friendly employment

policies and practices which reflect the
reality of workers' lives;

. endorsing the principle of equal pay
for work of equal value, the social
partners will endeavour to ensure its
application by local and regional
authorities; and

. developing methods for applying a
gender perspective throughout the
process of modernising public services.

Referring to the 1997 EU Green Paper on
Partnership for a new organisation of
work, the social partners emphasise that
equal opportunities strategies must be
developed within the context of new
forms of work organisation which: use
resources efficiently and effectively to
deliver quality services; maximise the
quality, motivation and performance of
staff; and nurture cooperation and break
down barriers. The partners recognise
that workers' social needs and respon-
sibilities and their need for employment
security form part of the context within
which new forms of work organisation
are developed.

Conclusions and recommendations

The social partners argue that equality
must be considered as a long-term issue
and recommend that the social partners
at the appropriate level assign a high
priority to the issues raised in the
declaration. EPSU and CEMR-EP state
that they have noted the conclusions,
recommendations and best practices set
out in the 1998 Commission-sponsored
ECOTEC study on women's working
conditions (see above) and will consider
these further. One aim of the March
1999 joint conference was to develop
the joint statement and issues further for
future work.

The social partners want the important
role of local and regional authorities as
major employers to be recognised, and
promoted and encouraged through
support and funding for developing
innovative projects. The partners also
encourage the Commission to support
discussions between CEMR-EP and EPSU
to explore new ways forward and more
generally to share good practice and
networking initiatives within and be-
tween sectors.

Commentary

In formulating this joint declaration, the
European-level organisations represent-
ing workers and employers in the
regional and local authorities have taken
a significant step towards developing a
joint equality agenda from which joint
activities can spring. It is the most wide-
ranging declaration of its kind to emerge
from the sectoral social dialogue. A
number of interesting examples of good
practice already exist in the sector, which
would benefit from further dissemina-
tion through a European-level process.
(Tina Weber, ECOTEC Research and
Consulting)

EU9903158F (Related records: EU9803190F, EU9902150F,

EU9810130F, EU9707134F)
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The government is seeking to
amend the Labour Constitution
Act, the central law that governs
much of Austria's industrial
relations. Most of the proposed
amendments cover matters of
detail, but employers are
nevertheless fundamentally
opposed on grounds of increased
cost.

In January 1999, the Austrian Federal
Ministry of Labour, Health and Welfare
proposed a series of amendments to the
Labour Constitution Act. They partly
reflect a set of 25 demands tabled a year
previously by trade unions and partly
seek to remove the remaining differ-
ences in law between ``wages'' and
``salaries''. The latter proposal has been
dealt with as a proposed separate item
of legislation, the completely new La-
bour Contracts Act.

Proposed changes

The proposed amendments to the La-
bour Constitution Act aim to adapt the
law to structural change and technolo-
gical developments in employment. To
this end they include:
. a right for collective agreements to
permit works agreements (between
employers and works councils) on
telework, working time and pay systems;

. provisions to protect the information
and co-determination rights of
employees and works councils in
company conglomerates, the subsidiaries
of which are formally independent
although they are centrally managed;

. less stringent requirements for wage
earners and salary earners to form a joint
works council;

. a right for employees to stand in works
council elections regardless of nationality
and regardless of whether they have the
right to vote in national elections or not;

. improved rights of access for works
councils to information on company
statutes, the formal status of employees,
measures regarding quality and waste
management, any subsidies to the
company and the future plans of
management;

. new co-determination rights for works
councils on quality and waste
management and on the introduction of
systems capable of combining employee
data from various intra-company
sources;

. more specific co-determination rights
over systems controlling access to
premises, telephone systems, and
performance- and behaviour-monitoring

systems;

. a right for the works council or
employer to negotiate a works
agreement on telework (as they may
already do over the employment of
temporary agency workers);

. the opportunity to conclude works
agreements on performance-based
wage systems;

. mandatory information to the works
council about all the mandatory job
descriptions handed to new recruits;

. the extension of the right to challenge
a dismissal in court to employees whose
dismissal may be linked to their new
legal duties as spokesperson on waste,
faults or radiation protection;

. the lengthening of the period during
which a dismissal may be challenged in
court from one to two weeks in a bid to
allow more time for disputes to be
settled out of court; and

. up to one week of paid time off for any
member of a works council to participate
in trade union meetings required to
gather information about or prepare for
negotiations on collective agreements
applicable to the company.

The proposed Labour Contracts Act is
simultaneously being negotiated ``be-
hind closed doors''.

Social partners react

Both main employers' organisations - the
Austrian Chamber of the Economy
(WKOÈ ) and the Federation of Austrian
Industry (VOÈ I) - have declined to debate
individual amendments and have instead
merely rejected the entire proposal.
However, this followed detailed internal
discussions of all the suggested amend-
ments. From these it emerged that only
the right of third-country nationals to
stand for election to works council
would have found favour, at least in a
slightly watered-down version. But the
rejection is fundamentally one of princi-
ple in relation to which agreement in
detail would have seemed irrelevant.
Both organisations gave exactly the same
reasons: the new regulations would raise
the cost of employment and add to the
burden of administration. A willingness
on the part of employers to discuss
amendments should be assumed, they
both stated, only if there were a will-
ingness on the part of labour to concede
reductions in total wage costs.

Statements by the Austrian Trade Union
Federation (OÈ GB) and the Federal
Chamber of Labour (BAK) had not been
finalised at the time of writing, although
the deadline for contributions had al-
ready passed. The right for third-country

nationals to stand for election to works
councils remains a controversial point
within the unions. It engendered heated
debate in internal committee meetings
when the proposed legislation was
released. All other points were wel-
comed, and debate centred solely on
whether the wording would in practice
have the consequences desired by the
unions.

Commentary

Given the employers' organisations' firm
opposition, it is unlikely that any of the
proposed changes will be enacted before
the October 1999 general elections.

The internal debate in the trade unions
shows that the right for third-country
nationals to stand for election to works
councils is not generally accepted. Some
unions, especially the Construction and
Timber Trade Union (GBH) and the
Union of Metal, Mining, and Energy
Workers (GMBE), are willing to allow
third-country candidates if they have
been employed for at least five of the
last eight years or have grown up mostly
in Austria. However, they are not willing
to grant the right across the board, in
line with resolutions passed at the oÈ GB
congresses in 1991 and 1995. WKoÈ , for
the first time, is also willing to con-
template third-country candidates under
the same conditions as those proposed
by the more restrictive trade unions.
Roughly three-quarters of third-country
employees would benefit.

The central importance of the works
council in the proposed new provisions
should be noted. On one hand this is a
means of decentralising some of the
decisions that used to be the prerogative
of the sectoral social partners, whilst on
the other it serves to enhance the
participation of the works council in
company decision making. At the same
time, it emphasises the central place that
the works council enjoys in social partner
and ministerial thinking. Companies
without a works council, or their em-
ployees, are falling further and further
behind the standards prevalent in com-
panies that do have a works council. At
the same time the law provides for
works councils to be increasingly inun-
dated with paper as they come to
duplicate the work of management. This
may drive deeper the wedge sometimes
observed between works councils and
employees.

The proposals are typical of the drift of
Austrian labour legislation that remains
highly prescriptive. The average employ-
ee or manager arguably stands little
chance of being aware of all the
different provisions affecting their rights
and obligations. For some commenta-
tors, it is increasingly difficult to argue
that they are all necessary - that is, to
anybody's benefit. (August GaÈ chter, IHS)

AT9903134F (Related records: AT9805189N, AT9801160N,

AT9702102F, AT9902132N, AT9802168N, AT9903138N)
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Belgian employers' organisations
have reacted strongly against draft
legislation which would make
``company-level commuting
plans'' mandatory for all firms
with 50 or more employees.

In March 1999, Jos Ansoms, an MP for
the christian democratic Christian Peo-
ple's Party (CVP) proposed new legisla-
tion which would make ``company-level
commuting plans'' mandatory for all
firms with 50 or more employees. Both
the central national employers' organi-
sation, the Federation of Belgian Enter-
prises (VBO/FEB), and the Flemish
Economic Federation (VEV) claim that
the new draft law would make com-
muting arrangements a matter for fed-
eral responsibility, thus contravening the
constitutional provision that has allo-
cated this issue to the regional govern-
ments. The employers also strongly
oppose the prospect that federal law
might oblige companies to settle com-
muting arrangements through collective
agreements. They claim that this would
be an attack on the freedom of the
social partners to negotiate. Several
constitutional specialists have supported
this point of view, stating that the law
would contravene Article 23 of the
Belgian Constitution, which defines the
right to free collective bargaining. The
new law, if enacted, would allow trade
unions to sue employers for failing to
negotiate a collective agreement on
commuting. This, it is said, is obviously
counter to every form and tradition of
the Belgian bargaining model.

The employers emphasise, however, that
they are not objecting in principle
against company-level commuting plans.
They would simply prefer a voluntary
system accompanied, if necessary, by
fiscal incentives - and then only if the
situation calls for it. For companies
located in and around Antwerp and
Brussels there is clearly a need for, and
advantage to, commuting plans. Yet this
is not the case for enterprises located in
less congested areas. In addition, the
employers do not want to be the only
contributor paying the bill for traffic
problems in Belgium.

What are commuting plans?

Belgium's roads are increasingly prone to
serious traffic jams. Good or bad
weather, winter or summer, around
certain large, important employment
conurbations such as Antwerp and
Brussels, traffic jams are becoming
longer, more frequent and more disrup-
tive for Belgium's economic life. This is

creating significant problems for enter-
prises: employees are arriving late at
work, the distribution of goods is
becoming unreliable and ``just-in-time''
management becomes impossible. Given
a number of spatial, financial, social and
ecological reasons, the problem can no
longer be solved simply by adding new
infrastructure (primarily roads). By means
of (so far voluntary) ``company-level
commuting plans'' (bedrijfsvervoersplan-
nen/plans de transport d'entreprise) the
government has been attempting to
``mobilise'' more of the interested parties
around the problem.

A company-level commuting plan is a
plan designed by one employer, or
group of employers in the same indus-
trial district. The goal is to decrease the
amount of individual traffic created by
movements between home and work.

The plan generally has three parts.

1) A commuting and access profile is
drawn up: who is coming to work, when
and by which mode of transport? What
is the public transport situation close to
the company? What are the key bottle-
necks in terms of transport for the
company?

2) A number of viable alternatives is
suggested: better facilities to promote
the use of bicycles; better access to
public transport; and the promotion of
more collective forms of transport, such
as car-sharing or transport organised by
the company.

3) The social partners negotiate and
work out the details of the alternative
options, going into the nature of the
arrangements decided and defining the
practicalities for the company.

It is obvious that the design of a
company-level commuting plan is a time-
intensive job that requires follow-up,
evaluation and adjustment. In addition, it
requires specific knowledge and can turn
out to be rather costly. None of these
issues is creating much enthusiasm on
the part of the employers.

The results of a number of operational
company-level commuting plans vary
greatly. Some examples from outside
Belgium of measures such as paid
parking, benefits that vary according to
the different means of transport taken
and restricting parking space on the
company's site have led to reductions in
individual car use of up to 30% and have
promoted car-sharing systems. One
general conclusion, though, is that
company-level commuting plans have
not managed to increase the share of
public transport.

Still unknown commodities?

It would be an exaggeration to claim
that company-level commuting plans are
widely known and implemented in
Belgium. The Flemish employers' orga-
nisation, VEV, recently organised a
survey amongst 30 large factories in the
Antwerp region. About half the compa-
nies had a commuting plan, while others
expressed a substantial interest but
mentioned the following three difficul-
ties:

1) a problem of motivating employees,
who generally express little interest in
commuting plans;

2) a lack of support by the government,
especially in terms of adapting public
transport systems to the specific needs
of companies; and

3) relatively high costs for companies.

As long as these types of problem exist,
it is highly unlikely that the commuting
plans will have much effect or generate
much enthusiasm. VEV concluded that
``the plans would lead only to more
administration and empty agreements,
and will not decrease the amount of
traffic. We will have empty buses driving
around just to comply with the law, thus
creating even more traffic.''

Some employers have taken the lead,
however. The Flemish regional govern-
ment will provide free transport for all
public employees taking a train to work
with effect from 1 April 1999, under the
terms of a recent agreement.

Commentary

While rush-hour traffic is increasingly
unbearable from an economic, social
and ecological point of view, it is clear
that these company-level commuting
plans are not going to solve the whole
problem. The key problem seems to be
that about 50% of all employees live
within 10 kilometres of their working
place, yet 70% of all employees take
their car to work.

The complete gridlock on Belgium's road
network, which has been witnessed over
the early part of 1999, is sorry evidence
of a complete lack of an integrated
commuting policy by all policy levels. The
economic losses are enormous and are
calculated to reach several tens of
billions of BEF annually. So if a rational
use of company-level commuting plans
can contribute to forcing a solution, one
can only be in favour. (Peter Van der
Hallen, Steunpunt WAV)

BE9903264F

21 March 1999
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Following elections in March
1999, Finland's previous coalition
government has been reformed.
The social partners reacted
positively, in the main, to the
government's programme

The elections held on 21 March 1999
resulted in losses for left-wing parties in
the previous ``rainbow'' coalition gov-
ernment. However, the Social Demo-
cratic Party (SDP) remained the largest
party and its chair, Paavo Lipponen, was
able in April to reform the coalition -
bringing together the SDP, the conser-
vative National Coalition Party, the Left-
Wing Alliance, the Greens and the
Swedish People's Party - and remain as
Prime Minister.

Below, we outline the parts of the new
government's political programme with
industrial relations relevance, focusing
mainly on those which involve coopera-
tion with the social partners.

Economy and employment

The main goal of the government's
economic policy is to boost employment,
which means ensuring stable economic
growth. The government's objective is
that the number of new jobs will
increase rapidly and that the proportion
of the working-age population who are
employed will approach the 70% goal
set in the Finnish National Action Plan
(NAP), based on the EU Employment
Guidelines. The government programme
thus states that:

. to ensure competitiveness and cut
unemployment, the government will
cooperate with the social partners and
other interest groups - ``this, in turn, will
support stable growth and low inflation
as well as the goal of ensuring a steady
growth in the purchasing power of wage
earners'';

. flexibility of wages and terms of
employment - including local-level
agreements - in line with sectoral and
local conditions and with the trade cycle,
can best be promoted within the
framework of generally valid national
collective agreements (applying to all
employers and employees in a sector,
whether or not members of the
signatory organisations) that guarantee
minimum employment conditions;

. the government will implement tax
reforms that encourage moderate wage
agreements. It aims to create a common
growth and employment strategy,
together with the social partners; and

. taxation, social security and benefits
will be better coordinated to improve the
economic incentives for job-seeking.
Active employment policy measures to
encourage people to seek work will be
intensified

Development of working life

The programme sets out a number of
measures aimed at the ``development of
working life'', stating that the govern-
ment will:

. develop labour legislation so that
employees' security and the flexibility
required by companies will be ``moulded
into a balanced entity''. The Employment
Contracts Act will be revised once the
committee examining it has completed
its work and the system of guaranteeing
a minimum level of employment
conditions will be maintained. A review
of the Annual Holidays Act will be
studied, while a work-related Data
Protection Act will be prepared in
collaboration with the social partners.
The flexibility and practicability of the
current system of employee funds will be
increased;

. continue and upgrade working life
development and productivity
programmes, providing additional
resources;

. together with the social partners,
prepare a comprehensive programme of
practical steps to address issues
concerned with coping with working
life;

. promote ``the protection of working
hours, employment and a flexible system
of working time'', and the ``cooperation
of work communities'' in work
organisation issues; and

. increase cooperation with enterprises
to address labour quality and availability
problems. Training will be developed in
order to correspond better to the needs
of employment and to improve
employees' capacity to seek and gain
employment.

Other issues

Finland's low average retirement age,
seen as a severe national problem, will
be addressed by a number of measures,
mainly aimed at encouraging employers
to recruit and retain older workers, and
at helping older people stay at work. The
aim is to increase the proportion of the
working-age population in employment
and, ultimately, to postpone the average
age of labour market exit by two to
three years, bringing it nearer to the
normal pension age (65), and reducing
pressure to increase pension contribu-
tions.

In the area of equality, the central issues
identified are safeguarding welfare ser-
vices and implementing equal pay for
equal work. The government will seek,
with the social partners, to share par-
ental leave costs between employers,
within the framework of the present
sickness insurance system. More gener-
ally, the government will advance
equality at work and implement good

practice by: promoting a more equitable
division of parental leave between men
and women; clarifying the possibility of
giving fathers the right to a month of
paternity leave; and examining the
possibility of taking maternity and par-
ental leave part time.

The programme's goals include an
educational policy that meets the needs
of working life. The development of
vocational education is identified as an
important current task, and the govern-
ment will support actions to improve its
status. Periods of on-the-job learning will
be implemented in cooperation with the
social partners.

Social partners' reactions

The new government's programme was
broadly welcomed by the social partners.
Trade union confederations (SAK, AKA-
VA and STTK) generally applauded the
emphasis on tripartite cooperation and
the specific reforms proposed in areas
like working life, as well as being relieved
that there were no reform proposals in
areas such as strike law. The criticisms
levelled by the central employers' orga-
nisations largely concerned reforms that
did not, in their view, go far enough.
While the Confederation of Finnish
Industry and Employers (TT) accepted
that the programme establishes a foun-
dation for continued reform of working
life, it regretted, for example, that no
reform of the labour market's ``rules of
the game'' was proposed. The Employ-
ers' Confederation of Service Industries
(PT) criticised the absence of proposals to
improve ``labour market peace''.

Commentary

The new government aims to continue
the existing policy of consensus in
industrial relations, and its programme
reflects its goal of ensuring that em-
ployees and employers benefit equally.
For unemployed people, the govern-
ment's goal of boosting employment will
mean a further extension of active
labour market policy measures, in line
with the EU Guidelines.

During the negotiations over forming the
government, the question of extending
the general validity of collective agree-
ments was discussed. The SDP, which is
close to the labour movement, and the
conservative National Coalition Party,
which sympathises with entrepreneurs,
disagreed on this issue. To resolve the
dispute, the problem was referred to a
working group. This indicates that the
new government will not operate with-
out disputes. It is likely that economic
growth trends will influence the gov-
ernment's ability to cooperate: if growth
slows and unemployment rises, the focus
will move towards structural problems,
which are politically very sensitive. The
struggle against long-term unemploy-
ment seems to be especially difficult,
even during very rapid economic growth.
(Juha Hietanen, Ministry of Labour)

FI9904101F (Related records: FI9805161F, FI9810179F )
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In March 1999, the High-Level
Group dealing with the thorny
issue of trade union recognition
formally approved an agreement
on the issue, which has been
accepted by the social partners.

The issue of trade union recognition has
become increasingly contentious in Ire-
land in recent years. Trade unions have
found it more and more difficult to
recruit members, facing two problems in
particular. First, multinational compa-
nies, particularly those of US origin in the
electronics sector, have been unwilling
to recognise unions and have made it
clear that any statutory recognition
measure would be unacceptable to them
and would endanger inward investment.
Second, unions have also had to face
increased resistance to recognition from
some indigenous employers, most nota-
bly in recent times the Ryanair airline.

In order to deal with this thorny issue,
the government set up a ``High-Level
Group'' to examine union recognition,
under the terms of Partnership 2000
(P2000), the current three-year national
agreement (EIRObserver 1/97 p.6). The
group involved relevant government
departments along with the Irish Con-
gress of Trade Unions (ICTU), the Irish
Business and Employers Confederation
(IBEC) and the Industrial Development
Agency (IDA). It submitted its first report
in December 1997 (EIRObserver 2/98
p.11), advocating that union recognition
should be dealt with through the exist-
ing voluntarist system, rather than
through any statutory requirement for
mandatory recognition. The report ad-
vocated that the state's dispute resolu-
tion bodies should have an expanded
role, encompassing: the advisory service
of the Labour Relations Commission
(LRC); a ``cooling-off'' period for in-
tractable disputes; and a final non-
binding recommendation from the La-
bour Court. However, the bitter Ryanair
dispute of early 1998 severely tested this
formula, persuading ICTU to refer the
original report back to a reconvened
High-Level Group in order to find an
alternative solution.

Breakthrough on recognition

In March 1999, the reconvened High-
Level Group formally approved an
agreed solution to union recognition,
which has been jointly accepted by the
social partners. The compromise deal
means that a company would not be
obliged formally to recognise the un-
ion(s) concerned per se but would be
compelled to accept the right of union-
ised employees to be professionally

represented on issues relating to pay and
terms and conditions of employment.
They would also have to accept binding
Labour Court recommendations on these
issues. In effect, it is something of an
``arms' length'' solution that would
appear to be acceptable to both sides.

The social partners have historically been
wary of legal intervention in industrial
relations. Accordingly, the agreement
retains a voluntarist approach to the
issue, albeit with legal provisions in the
form of ultimate binding recommenda-
tions by the Labour Court in instances
where employers reject a voluntary
approach and a union chooses to refer
the matter to the Court. The voluntary
process will incorporate the involvement
of the LRC, a ``cooling-off'' period, and,
finally, a non-binding Labour Court
recommendation. The voluntary process
is deliberately protracted in order to
provide the social partners with the
maximum time to reach an agreement

Employers are in effect faced with the
option of either taking the voluntary
route or rejecting it, in which case a
union may refer the matter to the Labour
Court. In addition, there may be in-
stances where an employer enters the
voluntary process, but then fails to act in
good faith and blatantly uses the process
as a delaying tactic. In cases where an
employer rejects the voluntary process,
or deliberately abuses it, the Court may
decide that the employer had failed to
follow the voluntary procedures out-
lined, and enact the so-called ``special
fallback'' provisions. These provisions
consist of legally binding recommenda-
tions by the Labour Court. Initially, the
Court will issue a recommendation
which ``would be binding for a period of
one year''. If the disputed issues re-
mained unresolved after that one-year
period, the Court would issue a final
binding recommendation. Binding deci-
sions would be implemented through ``a
statutory mechanism along the lines of
an Employment Regulation Order''. It is
likely that only a handful of intractable
disputes, similar to that at Ryanair,
would ever reach this ultimate stage.

The agreement also deals with ``disputes
of special importance'' involving parties
that provide essential public services. It
urges such parties to adopt the LRC's
1992 Code of Practice on the issue,
which has largely been ignored. It
remains to be seen whether this exhor-
tation will have any impact.

ICTU and IBEC representatives have
emphasised their joint agreement and
commitment to the deal and are con-
fident that their respective members will

back it. ICTU has welcomed the agree-
ment and the benefits that it will bring
to its members, although some union
activists would probably prefer stronger
legal backing. Many union leaders,
however, have been very sceptical about
a legal solution to the issue, because
they foresee a potential ``double-edged
sword'', with the prospect of protracted
legal battles with employers and possible
derecognition disputes. Furthermore, a
statutory recognition device would have
been unacceptable to IBEC in view of its
concern that this would discourage
inward investment from foreign compa-
nies. In the event, IBEC appears to be
happy that its members, including those
in the non-union high-technology sector,
will back the new agreement because it
provides employers with every opportu-
nity to conclude voluntary agreements
without having to concede formal re-
cognition. Consequently, it would seem
that one of the major barriers in advance
of negotiations on a new national
agreement to succeed P2000 has been
removed.

Commentary

The report of the High-Level Group on
``union recognition and the right to
bargain'' is significant in a number of
important respects. First, an employer
and union preference for pursuing a
voluntarist approach to industrial rela-
tions matters is preserved and, in that,
there is something for both parties. The
unions will be pleased that employer
attempts to avoid and resist union
involvement in company disputes can be
addressed through a set of formalised
dispute resolution procedures. As a
consequence, union involvement in the
dispute resolution process is formally
allowed for and sanctioned. The possi-
bility of the Labour Court issuing a legally
binding recommendation allows the
unions to pursue an ``issue to finality''
and, in that sense, provides them with
demonstrable evidence of servicing
members' interests, even where an
employer insists on refusing to grant
recognition.

Employers, on the other hand, can be
content that they have successfully seen
off a statutory union recognition proce-
dure. American high-technology com-
panies, in particular, will be pleased that
a voluntary code has been adopted and
that their predominantly non-union sta-
tus will remain unchallenged.

In brief, the current proposals amount
simply to a set of dispute resolution
procedures. They do not legislate for a
set of procedures that might ultimately
permit unions to gain recognition from
reluctant employers. The title given to
the High-Level Group is consequently a
misnomer. Significantly, too, the social
partners have agreed that the current
proposals will not allow for union

Breakthrough on trade union recognition
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recognition to be granted through a
Court recommendation. The issue of
union recognition will be confined to,
and continue to be addressed through,
existing Court procedures. The propo-
sals' objectives are therefore an attempt
to foster cooperative relations between
management and employees and to
design an effective dispute resolution
procedure; they are not designed to
promote union recognition or collective
bargaining per se.

On the other hand, the benefits of union
representation may still accrue to em-
ployees, but without any compulsion on
employers to concede union recognition.
Recognition of an ``arms' length'' kind
may therefore develop as a dominant
pattern in these workplaces. The Irish
proposals also stand in stark contrast to
the provisions for statutory union re-
cognition enshrined in the UK's recent
Employment Relations Bill (EIRObserver
2/99 p.13). There is, however, provision
in the Irish agreement for individual
employees to seek union representation
in discipline and grievance cases. To this
extent, then, the current proposals allow
for, and encourage, employers (volunta-
rily) to permit individual representation,
but desist from prescribing a statutory
mechanism for collective union repre-
sentation.

Against this, the proposals of the High-
Level Group may go some considerable
way towards the establishment of or-

derly and good industrial relations.
Certainly, there is considerable incentive
for employers to resolve issues in-house.
The prospect of a dispute being drawn
through a protracted process, with a
solution being imposed by the Labour
Court, may well increase the chances of
some employers, at least, accepting
unions as legitimate bargaining agents
of employees. Ultimately, the success of
this agreement will be determined by its
ability to ``guide'' employers and unions
towards the orderly resolution of their
difficulties within the workplace. How-
ever, the number of employers likely to
concede recognition as a consequence
of the agreement is likely to be small.
One might therefore suggest that the
political significance of this agreement
may be more important than any sub-
stantive benefits that may accrue to
unions from its conclusion.

Nonetheless, employers, unions and
government will welcome this agree-
ment in that discussions on a new
national agreement to succeed P2000
can now proceed. The failure to agree
such a provision in the face of a small,
but visually significant, number of em-
ployers overtly resisting union recogni-
tion, had certainly become a matter of
some urgency for unions. To this extent,
and in the face of the objections of US
companies (which remain convinced of
the benefits of non-union mechanisms
for giving employees a voice), and
government and development agencies'

fears that a statutory union recognition
procedure could act as a significant
impediment to inward investment, this
agreement represents a significant gain
for unions. For those employers which
are hostile to unions and which have not
developed sophisticated non-union hu-
man resources policies, this agreement
may well come to represent a significant
watershed. Other employers will see little
threat in these provisions and its terms
are likely to represent a fair compromise.
(Tony Dobbins and John Geary, UCD,
Brian Sheehan, IRN)

IE9903135F (Related records: IE9803114F, IE9702103F,

IE9802141F, IE9803224N, UK9902180F)

21 March 1999

The topical nature of union recognition
in Ireland has been underlined by a
number of high-profile cases in recent
months. As well as the Ryanair affair,
examples have included Karavale Ltd, a
County Clare-based electronics firm,
and National Irish Bank (NIB).

A local agreement ended a 10-day
recognition strike at Karavale in late
1998, during which the company had
threatened to close its operation and
ditch its state-aided investment plan.
The deal establishes a novel ``halfway
house'' process, which the company
and the Services, Industrial, Professional
and Technical Union (SIPTU) hope will
lead to better relations. It is also hoped
that the workforce will grow from 70 to
200 employees over the next few years
as investment plans are implemented.
Negotiated directly between the com-
pany's general manager and the SIPTU
vice-president, the agreement involves
the election of a local ``workers'
committee'', to which union members
are elected in proportion to the union's
numerical strength. All workers are free
to join the union - if they wish to do so -

as well as having the right to have their
union dues deducted at source. The
workers' committee engages directly
with management without the involve-
ment of a local union official. Mean-
while, a committee, made up of the
union's regional secretary, a company
nominee and an agreed third party,
deals with any issues which fail to be
resolved in direct talks.

In March 1998, the the Irish Bank
Officials Association (IBOA) requested a
meeting with NIB management to
discuss the bank's proposals on man-
agers' pay, indicating that the vast
majority of managers had not accepted
these proposals and were seeking
IBOA's representation. IBOA has full
negotiation rights with the bank for
non-managerial staff. There are 130
managers employed by NIB (out of 850
employees), but it is not known how
many are IBOA members. NIB refused
to concede full IBOA recognition for the
managers on the grounds that alter-
native mechanisms had been put in
place following a 1992 nationwide
bank dispute. NIB claimed that these

were adequate and continued to apply
to a majority of managers in the
industry.

According to a Labour Court ruling
issued in early 1999, NIB is not obliged
to discuss pay issues with IBOA in cases
where managers choose to join the
Association. The bank may talk directly
to such managers on a one-to-one basis
about pay, but must discuss any other
issues on a collective basis with IBOA.
The Court's recommendation, which is
binding, effectively sets out clear ``rules
of engagement'' for the parties with
regard to those managers who choose
to join the union. The Court recom-
mended that IBOA accept that perfor-
mance-related pay is a matter between
individual managers and the bank.
However, in order to allay IBOA fears
that this might devalue salary levels, it
recommended that the fullest informa-
tion, ``on a general basis'', must be
supplied to the Association.

IE9901132N, IE9902271N

26 February 1999
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In February 1999, intensive
negotiations between
Luxembourg's social partners
culminated in a new law that
maintains the principle of a normal
eight-hour working day and 40-
hour week, though within a
statutory four-week reference
period. A work organisation plan
will have to be negotiated at
enterprise level prior to each
reference period, if employers
wish to vary daily and weekly
hours during the period.

On 3 February 1999, Luxembourg's
much-delayed National Action Plan
(NAP) on employment, in response to
the EU Employment Guidelines, was
finally passed by the Chamber of Depu-
ties after more than a year's intensive
negotiations at all levels. The legislation's
provisions on the organisation of work-
ing time were announced to the public
at the same time, and it was widely
known that the social partners had been
discussing these provisions up to the very
last minute. The legislators did not take
the opportunity to harmonise legislation,
with the result that there are still two
separate laws governing the working
time of blue-collar workers and of
private sector white-collar workers. The
differences between the two are slight
and will mainly be ignored for the
purposes of this article. In both cases,
the principle of a normal eight-hour
working day and 40-hour week has been
maintained, but has been modified
though a fundamental change in the
``compensatory'' scheme.

The four-week reference period

Under the new rules, employees may
work more than eight hours a day as
long as average weekly hours, calculated
over a reference period of four con-
secutive weeks, do not exceed either 40
hours or normal maximum weekly hours
as fixed by a collective agreement.

Work organisation plans

Any company wishing to make use of
the four-week reference period must at
some point, and at all events no later
than five free days before the beginning
of the reference period, produce a work
organisation plan. This must cover the
whole of the reference period, refer to
the company's foreseeable workload
during the period, and determine the
principles that will govern the organisa-
tion of work in the event of unforesee-
able circumstances or in cases of force
majeure.

Where a collective agreement provides
for a reference period that differs from
the statutory four-week period (see
below), it shall also determine the

principles applying to the work organi-
sation plans that have to be produced by
the companies that it covers.

Except for unforeseeable events and
cases of force majeure, work performed
outside the limits set out in the work
organisation plan for the day, week and
entire reference period is deemed to be
overtime and, as such, triggers an
entitlement to pay premia (see below).

All work organisation plans must have
previously been submitted for the opi-
nion of the competent employee com-
mittee/works council (deÂ leÂ gation du
personnel) or, if there is none, for the
opinion of the staff concerned.

Procedure in the event of disagree-

ment

In the event of disagreement with the
work organisation plan on the part of
the employee committee/works council
or the employees (disagreement is de-
fined as four consecutive, negative
opinions in response to work organisa-
tion proposals put to them), the party
that has most to gain will take the case
up with the director of the Labour
Inspectorate, who will attempt to find an
agreement between the parties.

If the director of the Labour Inspectorate
announces that the disagreement has
not been resolved, the matter may be
referred to the National Conciliation
Office (Office National de Conciliation)
by the party that took the case up
originally.

Other reference periods

A collective agreement may extend or
reduce the four-week reference period,
as long as it does not exceed a 12-month
maximum.

In the absence of a collective agreement,
the Minister of Employment and Labour
may, at the request of an enterprise,
authorise a special reference period after
seeking the opinion of representative
trade unions and employers' associations
at national level. On the basis of this
opinion, the Minister may make the
authorisation requested by the enter-
prise subject to the conclusion of a
sectoral agreement between the social
partners concerned. This sectoral agree-
ment may fix a reference period that is
longer or shorter than four weeks.

Before giving authorisation for a special
reference period, the Minister shall seek
the opinion of the employee committee/
works council in the enterprise con-
cerned.

Daily/weekly limits and rest
breaks

Working time may not normally exceed
10 hours a day, or 48 hours a week. A
grand-ducal regulation may identify a

small number of sectors or jobs where a
maximum of 12 hours a day is permis-
sible as long as weekly hours do not
exceed 40.

Where daily working time exceeds six
hours, all employees are entitled to a
minimum unpaid rest break of 30
minutes. Daily working time may be
broken by no more than one unpaid rest
break.

Where weekly working hours are spread
over five days or fewer, normal working
time may automatically be extended to
nine hours a day, as long as total
working hours do not exceed normal
weekly full-time hours for the enterprise
or establishment concerned.

In a company where, because of the
nature of the business, work may be
neither interrupted nor delayed, or it is
performed by successive shifts, staff may
be employed for more than eight hours a
day and 40 hours a week as long as
average weekly hours (calculated on the
basis of a maximum reference period of
four consecutive weeks) do not exceed
40.

Working hours lost for reasons beyond
the employer's control or owing to force
majeure (eg accidents to plant, other
workplace accidents, inclement weather,
and interruptions in the supply of
electrical power, lighting, heating or
water) may be made up during the two-
month period immediately following the
return to work.

Pay premia

Private sector white-collar workers are
entitled to a 50% pay premium for hours
worked over and above the contractual
hours giving rise to their normal pay.
Blue-collar workers are entitled to a 25%
premium for hours worked over and
above the contractual hours giving rise
to their normal pay. Overtime may,
where possible, be compensated by
replacing pay premia with paid time off,
at a rate of one and a half hours off for
every hour worked.

Where a collective agreement is in force,
it shall specify the principle set out in the
above provisions and the way in which
these provisions are to be applied.

Commentary

While the legislators had appeared to be
seeking to innovate, the results are
limited. There had been provision for
reference periods in previous legislation,
but they have not been used in most
sectors because there has been no scope
for agreement between the social part-
ners. The new legislation is likely to
perpetuate the current situation. (Marc
Feyereisen, ITM)

LU9903197F (Related records: LU9902194N, LU9805157F)

21 March 1999

LUXEMBOURG
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National pay negotiations in
Norway's private sector ended in
agreement in April 1999. A
majority of the employees covered
by the new agreement will not be
awarded any central pay increase.

The Norwegian Confederation of Trade
Unions (LO) and the Confederation of
Norwegian Business and Industry (NHO)
reached an agreement on 12 April 1999,
concluding the national pay negotiations
in the private sector. Agreement was
also reached in parallel negotiations
between the Confederation of Voca-
tional Unions (YS) and NHO. The new
agreements - which cover manufactur-
ing, construction and private transport -
are based on proposals from the State
Mediator, who was called in when
negotiations broke down on 25 March.
The 1999 wage round is an intermediate
settlement adjusting the pay terms of
the two-year agreements signed in
1998. Agreements between LO and
NHO affect 250,000-275,000 employ-
ees, while the YS-NHO agreement covers
25,000-30,000.

Pay

There was a moderate outcome to the
pay negotiations, with most of the
300,000 employees affected receiving
no general pay increase. Those 40,000
or so employees covered by the agree-
ment whose average pay is less than
95% of the industrial average - ie an
annual income of under NOK 218,000
(EUR 26,500) - receive a general hourly
increase of NOK 1.20 (EUR 0.15) from 1
April 1999.

A large majority of employees within the
LO/NHO area have the right to local
negotiations following the central deal.
As usual, employers and unions stress
that local bargaining should be con-
ducted according to the criteria stipu-
lated in prevailing collective agreements,
which means that local pay increases
should be based on the economic
conditions affecting individual compa-
nies.

The parties believe the settlement to be
within the framework they agreed prior
to the negotiations, under which the
general pay increase for 1999 should not
exceed 4.5%. A precondition for this is
that any local increases should be kept
within moderate limits.

Skills and training reform

Aside from pay, an important issue
during negotiations was the implemen-
tation of a reform of skills and training
(``competence'') - as agreed in 1998 -
and especially how this should be
financed. The trade unions wanted a
tripartite financing scheme in exchange

for accepting a moderate pay settle-
ment. Following the breakdown in
negotiations on this issue before Easter,
LO and NHO sent a joint letter to the
Prime Minister, stating their priorities
and asking the government to clarify its
contribution to financing the reform. The
Prime Minister replied that the govern-
ment wanted to see the continuation of
the present cooperation on incomes
policy (EIRObserver 1/99 p.12), including
cooperation on competence reform. The
Prime Minister argued that such reform
must be introduced and implemented
gradually, and in close cooperation with
the labour market parties.

The government's contribution will lar-
gely involve modifying the educational
system to meet the needs of reform, and
adapting existing arrangements for
educational funding. The government
will thus:

. start work in 1999 on the development
of a scheme for certifying non-formal
competence;

. contribute NOK 400 million (EUR 49
million) over two to three years to
developing educational institutions. A
precondition is, however, that the users
themselves contribute financially;

. enable adults without further
secondary education to re-enter the
educational system to pursue
appropriate courses. The government
believes that such a scheme for adults
may be made cheaper than similar
schemes for young people, by allowing
for the certification of non-formal
competence, and a more compressed
time-span. Information technology will
be employed to a much greater extent.
The ``section 20 scheme'', which allows
adults to incorporate practical work
experience into vocational education,
will be further developed;

. change the State Education Loan
Fund's regulations, adapting it to meet
adults' needs better; and

. propose an individual right to leave of
absence for educational purposes.

Several of these initiatives have already
been widely debated, and received
broad political support.

The 1999 settlement did not result in the
creation of funds, or similar schemes, for
financing competence reform. However,
it ensures that the issue will feature in
future settlements. The parties agreed
that part of the total paybill in future
agreements may be set aside to provide
subsistence payments for employees
undergoing vocational education. These
funds are to be used by individual
companies to support employees pursu-
ing a vocational education from which
the companies will benefit. A precondi-

tion is that the government continues to
contribute to the reform. The parties will
consider the extent to which these
schemes will be made generally applic-
able. The implication is that the funding
issue has been postponed to the next
pay settlement. LO and NHO also agreed
to establish a joint secretariat to con-
tinue work on competence reform.

LO and NHO agreed to strengthen their
work on gender equality at work. This
includes an evaluation of collective
agreements to see whether they gen-
erate pay discrimination against women.

Commentary

The spring 1999 private sector pay round
was carried out within the moderate
framework set by the joint committee
which drew up a report prior to the
negotiations. As long as local negotia-
tions are carried out in the same fashion
as in previous years, pay settlements will
not deviate much from the committee's
unanimous proposal.

It was expected that the LO-NHO
agreement would strongly influence
other bargaining areas in both the
private and public sectors (where bar-
gaining occurred in April-May). One
significant group is salaried staff in the
private sector, whose pay is important in
periods of incomes policy cooperation,
because of its normative effects in cases
where groups which conduct individual
pay negotiations receive significantly
greater increases than those covered by
collective negotiations. NHO has sig-
nalled a willingness to monitor pay
developments for groups not covered by
collective agreements, by asking its
sectoral federations to report on devel-
opments in their member companies.
The director general of NHO, Karl Glad,
has argued in the media that higher
clerical workers and managers, who
have had much higher salary increases in
recent years than other groups, should
not receive any increases in 1999.

The 1999 spring pay round has moved
competence reform one step further on.
However, it is clear that the reform will
be introduced incrementally and will
thus not lead to significant short-term
changes. Furthermore, several elements
remain outstanding, and the organisa-
tion and financing of the reform will no
doubt be key issues in future pay
negotiations. Financing will be tied to
incomes policy, partly because the par-
ties presuppose that funds will be set
aside within the framework of pay
settlements, and partly because the
government's involvement is conditioned
by keeping pay growth under control.
(Kristine Nergaard, FAFO Institute for
Applied Social Science)

NO9904126F (Related records: NO9903120F, NO9903124N,

NO9805164F, NO9903120F, NO9804161F, NO9903124N,

NO9812117N, NO9901113N, NO9903121F)
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EIROnline, the European Industrial
Relations Observatory's database
is accessible to the public on the
World-Wide Web. Here we
provide information for
EIRObserver readers on how to use
EIROnline

EIRObserver contains a small edited
selection of the records supplied to the
European Industrial Relations Observa-
tory (EIRO) by its network of national
centres in the EU Member States (plus
Norway) and its European-level centre.
Each month, a comprehensive set of
reports on key developments in industrial
relations across Europe is submitted by
the network, edited technically and for
style and content, and loaded onto the
EIROnline database. EIROnline is avail-
able via a site on the World-Wide Web.

Getting started

To make use of EIROnline, you require
Internet access and browser software -
EIROnline is best viewed with Netscape
Navigator or Microsoft Internet Explorer
versions 3 and above. Simply go to the
URL address of our home page:

http://www.eiro.eurofound.ie/

This will bring you to the EIRO home
page. EIRO's central operation is based
on a monthly cycle, with national centres
submitting news and features on the
main issues and events in a calendar
month towards the end of that month.
These records are processed, edited and
then uploaded from the middle of the
next month. Thus, records relating to
events in May, for example, will appear
on the website from mid-June.

The home page indicates the last time
that EIROnline was updated and provides
direct links to the most recently added
records. These are designated as either
features, news or studies, with the titles
in blue lettering, underlined. Whenever
you see such blue (or green) underlined
text in EIROnline, this indicates that
clicking on the text will link you to
further information. In the top left-hand
corner of the home page, and of every
page of EIROnline, there is a blue and
black EIROnline logo. Clicking on this
will always return you to the home page.

To the left of the home page is a list of
links to additional facilities - about EIRO,
register, help, feedback, EIRObserver,

contacts, related sites and EMIRE (the
online version of the European Employ-
ment and Industrial Relations Glossaries).

Along the top of the home page there is
the EIROnline navigation bar contain-
ing four links: news connects to a list of
the news items for the current month,
and features to a list of that month's

feature items; site map connects to a
variety of ways of browsing EIROnline
records; and search connects to an
EIROnline search engine.

News and features

The basic content of EIRO consists of
news and feature records. News items
are short factual article about a signifi-
cant event or issue in industrial relations
in the country concerned. Features also
set out the facts, but they are longer,
allowing more detail and a commentary
(``signed'' by the author(s)) to be in-
cluded. Features cover the most signifi-
cant developments, activities and issues,
and those which can benefit most from a
greater degree of analysis and back-
ground. From the home page, clicking
on news or features on the EIROnline
navigation bar connects to lists of the
news and features for the most recent
month - an ideal form of browsing for
users who want quick access to the most
up-to-date records.

Site map

The site map - accessible from the
EIROnline navigation bar on every
EIROnline page - is the most useful
starting point for browsing the contents
of the database.

The site map provides a list of all
countries covered by EIRO, plus the EU
level. Clicking on any of the country
names connects to a full list of all the
records submitted for that country. It is
also simple to navigate by date: each
month since EIRO started collecting data
in February 1997 is listed, and clicking on
a particular month connects to an
editorial page, and from there provides
access to all the month's records.

To follow up a story in EIRObserver, and
read the full text of the original record(s)
on which it is based, the easiest way is to
input the record's unique record ID (eg
SE9804111F), which is provided at the
end of each item in EIRObserver (along
with the IDs of related records). Type the
ID into the field alongside Record ID in
the site map, and click the search button
to connect directly with the record.

Those interested in information on
particular organisations will find the
organisations facility useful. Clicking on
index connects you to a list of all the
EIRO countries, plus the EU level, and an
alphabetical list of letters. Clicking on
any country will connect to a list of all
the significant organisations mentioned
in records referring to that country, and
clicking on the name of any organisation
provides a list (with links) of all the
records in which it is mentioned. The
alphabetical list sets out all the organi-
sations mentioned in EIROnline, and
again provides links to relevant records.

The site map also provides a chronolo-
gical list (with links) of all the compara-
tive studies produced by EIRO. These
focus on one particular topical issue in
industrial relations and its treatment
across the countries covered by EIRO.

Searching

The most sophisticated way of finding
information in EIROnline is to use the
search option - accessible from the
EIROnline navigation bar on every
EIROnline page. EIRO uses the powerful
Muscat search engine and offers users
three types of search - free text,
advanced and thesaurus. Before start-
ing to search, it is strongly recom-
mended that you click on help, which
connects to useful tips on how to
conduct all three types of search.

Feedback

A fuller users' guide was published in
EIRObserver 1/98 p.2 and is available on
EIROnline under the help facility. How-
ever, a written guide to a website/
database is only ever of limited use, and
EIRObserver readers are urged to gain
access to EIROnline itself, in order to
experience how it works and what it
offers. EIROnline is still being developed
and improved continuously (some fea-
tures are not yet fully operational), and
we welcome the views, comments and
queries of users in order to feed into this
process. As well as the feedback form
available on the website itself, please
send any input about EIROnline, by e-
mail to eiroinfo@eiro.eurofound.ie.

EIRO

EIROnline - the Observatory's database on

the Web

1998 Annual Review
available online

EIRObserver readers are reminded that
the EIRO Annual Review of 1998,
presenting a snapshot of developments
in European industrial relations last
year, is now available on EIROnline. It
provides a brief comparative overview
of developments across the EU Mem-
ber States and Norway, and at the EU
level, followed by a summary of the
main events and issues in each of the
individual countries concerned. The
text contains numerous hypertext links
to EIROnline records which provide
fuller information on the issues in
question.

To access the Annual Review, go the

EIROnline home page, where a direct
link to the 1998 Review is provided
until late summer 1999. Otherwise, go
to the site map, where a link can be
found under date. Under country, the
comparative overview section can be
found as an individual record in the
transnational section, while individual
national reports are to be found within
each country section (where they are
listed as December 1998 records).
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Record title - requiredSubtitle - optionalTHE NATIONAL CENTRES OF EIRO

European Union Level
ECOTEC Research and Consulting, Avenue de Tervuren 13B, B-1040 Bruxelles and Priestley House, 28-34 Albert Street, Birmingham B4 7UD.
Contact: Tina Weber, tel: +44 121 616 3658, fax: +44 121 616 3699, e-mail: Tina_Weber@ECOTEC.co.uk

Austria
Institut fuÈ r HoÈ here Studien, Stumpergasse 56, A-1060 Vienna.
Contact: August GaÈ chter, tel.: +43 1 599 91-189, fax: +43 1 59991-171, e-mail: gachter@wsr.ac.at

Belgium
Steunpunt WAV, KU Leuven, E van Evenstraat 2B, 3000 Leuven.
Contact: Hans Bruyninckx, tel: +32 16 323239, fax: +32 16 323240, e-mail: hans.bruyninckx@hiva.kuleuven.ac.be

Point d'Appui Travail Emploi Formation (TEF-ULB), Rue de Bruxelles 39, B-1400 Nivelles.
Contact: Philippe Dryon, tel: +32 2 650 9117, fax: +32 2 650 9118, e-mail: appuitef@ulb.ac.be or Estelle Krzeslo, tel: +32 2 650 3433,
fax: +32 2 650 3335, e-mail: appuitef@ulb.ac.be

Denmark
FAOS, Dept of Sociology, University of Copenhagen, Linnesgarde 22, 1361 K Copenhagen.
Contact: JÊ rgen Steen Madsen, tel: +45 35 32 32 99, fax: +45 35 32 39 40, e-mail: kare.f.v.petersen@sociology.ku.dk

Finland
Ministry of Labour, PO. Box 524, Etelaesplanadi 4, FIN 00130 Helsinki.
Contact: Juha Hietanen, tel: +358 9 1856 8951, fax: +358 9 1856 8961, e-mail: juha.hietanen@pt2.tempo.mol.fi

France
IRES, 16 boulevard du Mont-d'Est, 93192 Noisy le Grand Cedex.
Contact: Alexandre Bilous, tel: +33 1 48 15 19 02, fax: +33 1 48 15 19 18, e-mail: bilous1@msh-paris.fr

Germany
Institut der deutschen Wirtschaft, Gustav-Heinemann-Ufer 84-88, 50968 KoÈ ln.
Contact: Claus Schnabel, tel: +49 221 4981 778, fax: +49 221 4981 594, e-mail: Zagelmeyer@iwkoeln.de

WSI in der HBS, Bertha-von-Suttner-Platz 1, D-40227 DuÈ sseldorf.
Contact: Thorsten Schulten, tel: +49 211 77 78 239, fax: +49 211 77 78 250, e-mail: Thorsten-Schulten@boeckler.de

Greece
INE-GSEE, Emm. Benaki 71A, 10681 Athens.
Contact: Eva Soumeli, tel: +30 1 33 03 718, fax: +30 1 33 04 452, e-mail: ineobser@otenet.gr

Ireland
CEROP, Graduate School of Business, University College Dublin, Carysfort Avenue, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Contact: John Geary, tel: +353 1 706 8974, fax: +353 1 706 8007, e-mail: geary_j@blackrock.ucd.ie

Industrial Relations News, 121-123 Ranelagh, Dublin 6.
Contact: Brian Sheehan, tel: +353 1 497 2711, fax: +353 1 497 2779, e-mail: irn@iol.ie

Italy
IRES Lombardia, Via Filizi 33, 20124 Milano.
Contact: Marco Trentini, tel: +39 02 6671 4973 / 6698 24 41, fax: +39 02 6698 0834, e-mail: ireseiro@galactica.it

Fondazione Regionale Pietro Seveso, Viale Vittorio Veneto, 24, I-20124 Milano
Contact: Roberto Pedersini, tel: +39 02 290 13 198, fax: +39 02 290 13 262, e-mail: eirofrps@tin.it

CESOS, Via Po, 102 - 00198 Roma.
Contact: Marta Santi, tel: +39-06-84242070, fax: +39-06-85355360, e-mail: cesos@mclink.it

Luxembourg
ITM, 26 rue Zithe, L-2010, Luxembourg.
Contact: Marc Feyereisen, tel: +352 42105 7860, fax: +352 42105 7888, e-mail: marc.feyereisen@ja.smtp.etat.lu

Netherlands
HSI, Faculty of Law, University of Amsterdam, Rokin 84,1012 KX Amsterdam.
Contact: Robbert van het Kaar, tel: +31 20 525 3962 / 3560, fax: +31 20 525 3648, e-mail: kaar@jur.uva.nl

Norway
FAFO Institute for Applied Social Science, PO Box 2947 Toyen, N-0608 Oslo.
Contact: Kristine Nergaard, tel: +47 226 760 00, fax: +47 226 760 22, e-mail: kristine.nergaard@fafo.no

Portugal
UAL, PalaÂ cio dos Condes de Redondo, R De Santa Marta 47, 1150 Lisboa.
Contact: Ana Carla Casinhas, tel: +351 1 317 76 73, fax: +351 1 317 76 73, e-mail: mlc@universidade-autonoma.pt

Spain
CIREM, Travessera de les Corts 39-43, lateral 2a planta, E-08028 Barcelona.
Contact: Maria Caprile, tel: +34 93 4401000, fax: +34 93 4404560, e-mail: maria.caprile@cirem.es

QUIT (Grup d'Estudis Sociologics sobre la Vida Quotidiana i el Treball), Departament de Sociologica, Edifici B, Campus Universitat AutoÁ noma
de Barcelona, Bellaterra 08193, Barcelona.
Contact: Clara Llorens, tel: +34 93 581 2405, fax: +34 93 581 24 37, e-mail: eiro.esp@uab.es

Sweden
Arbetslivsinstitutet, S-171 84 Solna.
Contact: Annika Berg, tel: +46 8 730 99 84, fax: +46 8 730 95 01, e-mail: annika.berg@niwl.se

United Kingdom
IRRU, Warwick Business School, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL.
Contact: Mark Hall, tel: +44 1203 524273, fax: +44 1203 524184, e-mail: irrumha@razor.wbs.warwick.ac.uk

Other Relevant European Commission Observatories
Employment Observatory
Contact: IAS, Novalisstraûe 10, D-10115 Berlin, Germany, tel: +49 302 82 10 47, fax: +49 302 82 6378

Community information system on social protection (MISSOC)
Contact: ISG, Barbarossaplatz 2, D-50674 Cologne, Germany, tel: +49 221 235473, fax: +49 221 215267
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Economic changes over the past three
decades or so have made the capacity to
adjust to rapidly changing markets a key
factor in economic success. At the
company level, flexibility - in terms of the
ability to respond appropriately to mar-
ket trends - is vital. There has thus been
growing interest in small and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs), especially those
which are most innovative in terms of
technology and processes, whose main
source of flexibility is precisely their
medium or small size.

Analysis of the dynamism of small firms
has frequently highlighted their contri-
bution to job creation in recent years. It
is this aspect which has attracted
particular attention from European Un-
ion Member States and institutions, as
part of the Union's increasing focus on
employment. Notably, the current ``Eur-
opean employment strategy'' places
emphasis on the role of SMEs. The
``developing entrepreneurship'' pillar of
the Commission's 1999 Employment
Guidelines states that: ``The develop-
ment of new enterprises, and the
growth of SMEs, is essential for job
creation. This process must be promoted
by encouraging greater entrepreneurial
awareness across society, by providing a
clear, stable and predictable set of
rules.'' At national level, most countries
have implemented measures to stimulate
job creation in SMEs, including flexibility
options in labour market regulations, tax
exemptions for recruitment, reduction of
social security contributions and training
for specific groups. European Commis-
sion initiatives on SMEs include the
European Observatory for SMEs, which
was set up in 1992 to improve the
monitoring of SMEs' economic perfor-
mance.

Despite the increasing interest in SMEs,
the state of knowledge about industrial
relations within them seems to be at a
generally low level. The aim of this
comparative supplement is to identify
the features of, and recent develop-
ments in, industrial relations in SMEs,
with a focus on working conditions,
relationships among the actors and
collective bargaining. Specific issues in-
clude:

. whether innovative human resource
management and industrial relations
practices are developing in SMEs, or
whether the traditional image of small
size being associated with poor
employment conditions and protection
still holds true;

. the ways in which the interest of
employees are represented within SMEs;

. the implications of the growth of SMEs
for collective bargaining; and

. the challenges that the expansion of
SMEs raises for the representative

organisations of both employers and
workers.

The supplement draws on the contribu-
tions of the national centres of the
European Industrial Relations Observa-
tory (EIRO), describing the situation and
developments in the 15 EU Member
States, plus Norway. It is an edited
version of a full comparative study,
available on the EIROnline database (see
p.11 for access details), which provides
more detail on some points.

Defining SMEs

The European Commission has devel-
oped a single set of definitions of SMEs,
set out in an April 1996 Recommenda-
tion. SMEs are defined as enterprises
which have fewer than 250 employees,
and have either: an annual turnover not
exceeding EUR 40 million; or an annual
balance-sheet total not exceeding EUR
27 million. Where it is necessary to
distinguish between small and medium-
sized enterprises, the former are defined
as enterprises which have fewer than 50
employees and either: an annual turn-
over not exceeding EUR 7 million; or an
annual balance-sheet total not exceed-
ing EUR 5 million. Where it is necessary
to distinguish ``micro-enterprises'' from
other SMEs, these are defined as en-
terprises having fewer than 10 employ-
ees. All SMEs must also be
``independent'' - less than 25% owned
by an enterprise (or enterprises) falling
outside the definition of an SME. This
unified approach to definition is, how-
ever, not found across or within the
Member States.

The production structure of European
countries is heterogeneous, and the size
of the companies is one of the elements
that contribute to this heterogeneity.
Therefore, unsurprisingly, there are dif-
ferences between countries in the defi-
nition of SMEs. However, there is also no
commonly accepted, unequivocal defini-
tion of SMEs within most countries
examined here. In only two EU countries
- Ireland and the UK - is there an official
definition of SMEs, in both cases com-
bining workforce size with annual turn-
over. In the other countries, there is only
a general understanding, based on the
number of workers employed by the
company. While in all countries there are
some ``official'' criteria to differentiate
SMEs from larger companies, these are
not found in a single, unified source but
dispersed between the different regula-
tory frameworks governing the eco-
nomic and employment fields.

Numerous criteria are used to define
SMEs and differentiate them from large
companies. The most common is work-

force size, which is used in some context
in all the countries examined, though
different thresholds are used. The most
common definition considers SMEs to be
companies with under 100 workers, and
is used in Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
Greece, the Netherlands, Norway and
Spain. Higher thresholds apply in: Lux-
embourg and Sweden (200 workers);
Finland, Ireland, Italy and the UK (249
workers); and France, Germany and
Portugal (449 workers).

There are further differences when it
comes to distinguishing between small
and medium-sized enterprises. Most
countries - including Denmark, Finland,
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Spain, Swe-
den and the UK - locate the threshold
below which a company is considered as
small at 49 workers. Italy and Norway
locate the threshold at 19 workers, and
the Netherlands at 10. Only a minority of
countries habitually differentiate be-
tween small enterprises and micro-en-
terprises: France locates the threshold at
19 workers; Finland, Germany, Greece,
Italy, Portugal and Sweden at nine
workers; Spain at five workers; and
Norway at four workers.

Annual turnover, the second criterion
used by the Commission, is habitually
used only in Denmark, Ireland, the
Netherlands, Portugal and the UK. Again
the thresholds differ.

The criterion of independence used by
the Commission is not used in any
country. Similar formulae are found only
in three countries - Belgium, Denmark
and the UK - and then not in an
``official'' way.

Employment in SMEs

According to the 1997 Eurostat Year-
book, in 1994, 66% of all employment in
the 15 EU Member States was in SMEs
(under 250 employees), with 33% in
companies with between zero and nine
workers, 19% in companies with 10-49
workers and 14% in companies with 50-
249 workers. The sectors with the
highest percentage of employment in
SMEs are building, wholesale and retail,
hotels and catering, land transport and
business and property sales. These fig-
ures, however, conceal major differences
between the European countries. Three
main groups can be distinguished:

. countries (Belgium, Greece, Italy,
Portugal, Spain) with a high percentage
of employment in SMEs (72%-87%), far
above the European average, and a high
percentage of employment (38%-57%)
in companies with nine or fewer
workers;

. countries (Austria, Denmark, France,
Ireland and Luxembourg) with an
intermediate percentage of employment
in SMEs (65%-70%), similar to the
European average, and a percentage of
employment in companies with nine or
fewer workers significantly lower than
that of the previous group; and

Industrial relations in SMEs
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. countries (Finland, Denmark, the
Netherlands, Sweden and the UK) with a
low percentage of employment in SMEs
(57%-61%), significantly lower than the
European average.

The 1997 Fifth Annual Report of the

European Observatory for SMEs con-
firmed that employment in SMEs in 1996
accounted for two-thirds of the EU total.
Recent growth in employment in SMEs is
reported from most countries, and these
findings coincide with the conclusions of
the Observatory's report: although the
levels of failure of SMEs are high,
employment in SMEs - especially in very
small and small enterprises - is displaying
an upward tendency. Large and med-
ium-sized companies are more vulner-
able to periods of economic recession,
with major employment losses, while in
times of expansion employment grows in
a similar way in all types of company.
The reports from EIRO national centres
suggest a number of reasons for the
increasing employment in SMEs:

. the greater tendency towards growth
of the service sector, in which SMEs are
predominant, compared with the
industrial sector;

. the tendency for larger companies to
split their activities into a number of
smaller entities and to outsource non-
core activities;

. the dynamism of certain sectors, such
as information technologies, in which
SMEs predominate; and

. the dynamism of ``industrial districts'' -
new forms of local inter-company
cooperation (found especially in Italy) in
which SMEs predominate.

It is reported from some countries (eg
Belgium, France and Spain) that,
although employment in SMEs is in-
creasing, the causes are not so much the
size of the companies as important
changes taking place in industrial struc-
ture. SMEs include very different busi-
ness realities, such as: newly-created
companies in recent expanded sectors;
companies that emerge from larger
companies decentralising and outsour-
cing; or traditional companies in rela-
tively mature sectors. The contribution to
employment of these different types of
SMEs varies greatly and in some cases
may be reaching a ceiling.

Employment and working
conditions

It is not easy to provide an overall picture
of the employment and working condi-
tions which apply in SMEs, and how
these differ from those in larger com-
panies, given that SMEs differ quite
substantially, not just between countries,
but also according to factors like sector,
or competitive strategies. The differences
between SMEs affect not only the
quantity of employment, but also work-

ing conditions. Research reported from
the UK provides a typology of SMEs that
may be useful for the whole EU:

. traditional small businesses, which
function in sectors such as clothing and
hotels and often have low wages, but fill
an established niche and look likely to
survive;

. new low-/medium-skill firms, for
example subcontracting firms in
building, which reflect the rise of self-
employment and are highly vulnerable
economically. Work is often around the
margins of large firms, and self-
employment offers neither high earnings
nor a route to genuine independence;
and

. new high-skill firms, in information
technology, professional services, and
media and design, where an
entrepreneurial approach predominates.
Rewards can be high and traditional
employer/employee models are
inapplicable.

A distinction can also be made between
innovative and ``traditional'' SMEs. The
more innovative SMEs have high orga-
nisational flexibility as the main factor in
their competitive success. They are also
characterised by a high degree of
process and product innovation and by
their use of forms of work organisation
which require high functional flexibility
and a skilled workforce. Placing these
companies alongside the traditional im-
age of small businesses as being char-
acterised by poor working conditions
and limited protection for workers, a
rather heterogeneous picture emerges.
Quantifying the weight of innovative
SMEs in the total would be a complex
operation, but if this heterogeneity is not
taken into account, there is a danger
that a distorted picture will be given.

Notwithstanding these differences be-
tween SMEs, and although the data is
patchy, a number of distinctive aspects
of employment and working conditions
in SMEs can be identified, in at least
some countries:
. compared with larger firms, small ones
are better able to pursue high flexibility
in working time. However, this seems
to come about not through the
innovative management of working
hours but through their intensification.
In Italy, for instance, the average per-
capita work schedule tends to be higher
in small firms than in large ones and
overtime and weekend work is widely
used in small firms. In Ireland, small firms
have shown substantially greater
increases than larger enterprises in the
use of weekend working and overtime,
but smaller increases in such practices as
job-sharing, flexible working time, and
``atypical'' work practices. Overtime is
also very widespread among SMEs in
France and Spain. In Belgium, collectively
agreed working time reduction to a 39-
hour week reached SMEs some years
later than the rest of the economy;

. as for pay, the general picture is of
lower rates in SMEs. In Austria, statistics
indicate that income grows with
company size - for example, at the end
of 1995, average gross annual income
per employee in firms with under five
employees was only two-thirds of the
average. In Spain, wages in SMEs are
considerably lower than those in larger
companies, while in France the average
gap is put at 7% between firms with
below and above 50 employees (the
differences are more marked in industry
than services). Average earnings in
Portuguese workplaces with over 500
employees are around 100% higher than
in those with up to nine employees
(though the situation varies by sector). In
the UK, where the method of pay
determination in small firms is highly
informal, a recent survey found that
``substantial low pay'' existed in 21% of
independent private sector firms with
10-100 employees (compared with 9%
of all establishments with over 25
employees);

. a distinctive feature of all the countries
considered is the lower level of job
security in SMEs, illustrated by Italy and
Spain. In Italy, there is less job security in
small firms, as those with fewer than 15
employees can more easily dismiss
individual workers, not being obliged by
law to cite ``just cause''. In Spain,
employment in SMEs is less stable than
in larger firms - permanent employment
contracts make up 63.2% of the total in
companies with up to 50 workers,
68.2% in those with 51-250 workers,
and 78.4% in those with over 250
workers. Here it is noted that SMEs have
created proportionally more employment
than larger firms in the last few years,
but that they also cause more
unemployment;

. training is a further crucial issue, given
that small enterprises in general have a
limited amount of resources available to
invest in it, and a low level of SME
involvement in training is reported from
countries such as France and Ireland. A
factor may be that the risk that trained
personnel will be ``poached'' is
particularly high for small enterprises,
which tend to have a higher turnover
than large firms. Moreover, SMEs
generally do not have personnel offices
engaged in developing sophisticated
human resources policies, with
personnel issues instead being one of
the many responsibilities of the
entrepreneur. In some countries,
institutional arrangements have been
created to solve this problem. For
instance, in Italy, especially in areas with
a high number of small firms, consortia
have been created between social
partners, local government and firms to
provide training schemes; and

. in some countries, health and safety is
a significant problem area. In Belgium,
accidents at work occur 50% more
frequently in SMEs than in larger
companies (and tend to be more severe),
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with particular problems in chemicals,
metalworking and assembly. In Spain,
the accident rate is usually higher in
SMEs than in large companies, although
not in micro-enterprises. Dutch research
indicates that the main working
conditions problem in firms with up to
10 employees is stress, with employees
most frequently blaming management
style.

It should be noted that this general
picture of poorer employment and
working conditions in SMEs is not
universal. As well as the distinctions by
type of SME mentioned above, it is also
the case, for example, that no significant
distinctions by company size are re-
ported from Norway or Sweden.
Furthermore, the evidence in some areas
is ambiguous - for instance, the Fifth
Annual Report of the European Obser-
vatory for SMEs found that accident and
disease rates do not always have a
systematic relation to company size.
They rise with company size in some
countries (as in Austria and Sweden) and
fall in others (as in France, Italy and
Spain).

SMEs and membership of social
partner organisations
Trade unions

Only a minority of countries have
accurate data on trade union member-
ship among employees of SME. How-
ever, it is reported from the majority of
countries that unionisation is thought to
fall with company sizes - as table 1
indicates. There are, however, excep-
tions to this trend. Union membership
rates seem uniformly high, irrespective of
workforce size, in Denmark and Sweden.
Moreover, in Italy, unionisation tends to

be high in some regions characterised by
a high proportion of small firms. Various
reasons are suggested for the generally
low level of union membership among
SME employees, notably: recruitment
difficulties faced by unions; hostility to
unions among employers; and the closer
relations between employers and em-
ployees in smaller firms.

There are no specific union organisa-
tions, or sections of union organisations,
reported for the workers of SMEs.

Employers' organisations

As table 2 on p. iv indicates, most EU
countries have specific central organisa-
tions representing SMEs' interests: this is
the case in Belgium, France, Germany,
Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and the UK.
In Belgium, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Spain,
these confederations of small companies
participate in collective bargaining of at
least some kind, and are often repre-
sented on bipartite and tripartite advi-
sory and consultative bodies. In
Germany, Portugal and the UK, by
contrast, they do not have a specific role
in industrial relations. In Austria, Den-
mark, Finland and Sweden, by and large,
SMEs' interests are represented only
alongside those of larger companies in
general, ``mainstream'' central organisa-
tions. In countries such as France,
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Norway,
Portugal, Sweden and the UK, SMEs may
be represented through a variety of
bodies, some specific, some mainstream
(though not all have an industrial rela-
tions role). Indeed, it is reported from
many countries that the main charac-
teristics of employers' organisations re-

presenting SMEs are multiplicity, both at
sectoral and local level, fragmentation,
lack of coordination and little interest in
labour questions. The multiplication of
SME employers' organisations, whose
goal is to render services to companies
but not to enter the industrial relations
area, seems to be a trend of the 1990s.

Although statistics are virtually absent (as
table 2 indicates), it is reported from a
number of countries - such as Finland,
Germany, Ireland, Norway, and the UK -
that there is some evidence that SMEs
are less likely to be members of em-
ployers' organisations than larger firms.

Employee representative
structures

In most countries examined, there are
legislative or general collectively agreed
rules on the collective representation of
employees in companies, through works
council-type bodies, other elected em-
ployee representatives and trade union
representatives. Here we examine their
relationship with SMEs and their work-
ers.

Collective representation rights

The labour law and other regulations of
over half the countries in the EU exclude
workers in SMEs below a certain size
from some or all of their provisions on
collective representation. As table 3 on
p. v reveals, Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal
and Spain lay down workforce-size
thresholds below which the various
representative structures do not apply.
The minimum thresholds in the various
countries for any kind of collective
representation rights vary from five to 50
employees. The workers in companies
falling below these thresholds have no
regulated right to collective representa-
tion (though in the Netherlands and
Spain, collective representation may exist
in companies falling below these
thresholds if the employer accepts the
existence of such representation).

The relevant regulations in Norway and
Sweden do not appear to establish
company-size differences regarding the
right to at least some form of collective
representation: it is an acquired right for
all workers, regardless of the size of the
workforce of the company in which they
work. In Ireland and the UK, there is also
no difference in the regulations applying
to companies of different size, but for a
different reason: there are currently no
general regulations on collective repre-
sentation..

The various item of proposed and
adopted EU legislation relating to em-
ployee representation also tend to in-
clude minimum workforce-size
thresholds. Notably, the European Com-
mission's November 1998 draft Directive
on a general framework for informing
and consulting employees in the Eur-

Table 1. Trade union membership levels in SMEs

Country Level of unionisation
Austria Data not available.
Belgium Data not available.
Denmark 87% of employees in firms with 1-10 employees were union members in 1994,

compared with average of 88%.
Finland Data not available (but likely to be relatively high, as overall density is around 80%).
France Data not available (but thought to be relatively low).
Germany In 1989, density stood at 5% in establishments with 1-10 employees and 23% in

those with 11-100 employees, rising to 58% in those with over 2,000.
Greece Low (estimated at about 2%-3%).
Ireland Data not available (but thought to be quite low).
Italy Data not available, with unionisation varying between geographical areas and high

in areas with high levels of SMEs.
Luxembourg Data not available (but thought to be relatively low).
Netherlands In 1993, density stood at 16% in firms with under 10 employees, 24% in firms with

10-99 employees and 32% in those with 100 or more employees.
Norway In 1998, density in the private sector (which averaged 43%) stood at 25% in

companies with under 20 employees, 47% for those with 20-99 employees and
66% in those with 100 or more employees.

Portugal Data not available (but thought to be relatively low).
Spain Data not available (but thought to be relatively low).
Sweden Data not available (but thought to be high).
UK In 1997, density in workplaces with under 25 employees stood at 16%, compared

with 38% in workplaces with 25 or more employees.
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opean Community (EIRObserver 1/99
p.9) would apply only to undertakings
with at least 50 employees.

Collective representation structures

In the previous section, we outlined the
minimum workforce-size thresholds in
the various countries for any kind of
collective representation to apply. In the
relevant countries, once these thresholds
are cleared, different types of represen-
tation may apply to companies with
different workforce sizes, with larger
companies either acquiring additional
structures or replacing those which apply
in smaller firms. Thus, for example,
works council-type bodies apply from
workforce-size thresholds of: 35 workers
- Denmark; 50 workers - France, Greece,
the Netherlands and Spain; 100 workers
- Belgium; and 150 workers - Luxem-
bourg (joint company councils). In smal-
ler firms in these countries, employees
are represented by employee delegates
of some kind (France, Spain, Luxem-
bourg) or trade union delegates/shop

stewards (Belgium, Denmark and
Greece) or ``mini-works councils'' (the
Netherlands). Workforce size can also
determine the resources available to the
workers' representatives -such as paid/
unpaid time off for representation ac-
tivities.

By contrast, Austria, Germany, Italy,
Portugal and Sweden provide for only
one basic structure of worker represen-
tation, which applies irrespective of the
size of the workforce, once the basic
threshold is cleared. In Austria, Germany
and Portugal these are work councils,
while in Italy and Sweden they are trade
union representative bodies.

The reality of representation

As we have seen, the majority of EU
countries have rules on collective em-
ployee representation, even though in
most cases these do not apply to all
SMEs, or apply to them in different ways.
However, while such regulations may a
necessary condition for the existence of

representative structures in SMEs, they
are clearly not always enough. In most
countries the reality is that, regardless of
the regulations, the smaller the work-
force, the less likely it is that represen-
tation exists and/or is effective - table 3
provides details for countries such as
Finland, France, Germany and Spain. It
should be noted that this phenomenon
is not universal, and company size
reportedly does not affect the applica-
tion of collective representation rules in
Sweden, for example.

This frequent lack of employee repre-
sentation in SMEs, even where it is
provided for by law, combined with low
collective bargaining coverage (see be-
low) and frequently inferior employment
conditions (see above) imposed by em-
ployers, has led to initiatives aimed at
improving the situation in some coun-
tries. A good example of a country trying
out new, more effective representation
structures is Belgium, where: pooled
regional-level union delegations (and
bargaining structures) for SMEs have
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Table 2. SMEs and employers' associations

Country Employers' associations and membership

Austria No separate SME associations. Almost all firms are members of WKOÈ , which also acts for SMEs.

Belgium Separate regional peak SME associations (NCMW and UCM), involved in national intersectoral bargaining and representation on

consultative bodies. Data not available on membership.

Denmark No separate SME associations. Mainstream associations represent SMEs. Membership among SMEs high (eg, DI industry employers'

association represents 80% of companies in sector, and 95% of members are SMEs).

Finland No separate SME associations. Data not available on membership, but smaller enterprises tend to be members of SY federation,

which does not have bargaining role, more than PT and TT, which do.

France Separate peak SME associations (CGPME, UPA) alongside mainstream associations, with membership of both not unusual for firms

and organisations. Up to two-thirds of SMEs belong to sectoral organisations.

Germany Separate SME associations (eg ASU and ZdH) alongside and sometimes linked to mainstream associations. All SMEs represented in

compulsory chamber system. A 1994 survey in Lower Saxony, revealed that an average of 50.7% of firms belonged to an employers'

association, with levels ranging from 45.8% in firms with five to 19 employees to 58.2% in those with 20-49 employees, 59.9% in

those with 50-99 employees, 67.3% in those with 100-299 employees, 84.3% in those with 300-999 employees and 69.1% in those

with over 1,000 employees

Greece Separate peak SME association (GSEVEE), involved in national intersectoral bargaining and representation on consultative bodies.

Many SMEs also members of commerce employers' association (ESEE). Data not available on membership.

Ireland Separate peak SME association (ISME) alongside specific SME organisation (SFA) affiliated to the mainstream association (IBEC). SFA is

involved in national intersectoral bargaining while both ISME and SFA are represented in consultative bodies. SME membership of

associations is low.

Italy Employers' organisation generally fragmented. In industry, separate peak SME association (Confapi), while mainstream association

(Confindustria) also represents SMEs (with specific internal organisation for SMEs) - both are involved in national intersectoral

bargaining. Data not available on membership.

Luxembourg Separate peak SME association (CCM), represented in consultative bodies. Data not available on membership.

Netherlands Separate peak SME association (MKB), involved in bargaining and represented in consultative bodies. Data not available on

membership.

Norway Mainstream associations (NHO and HSH) generally represent SMEs and are involved in bargaining and representation on consultative

bodies, though a smaller separate SME association (Norsk Bedriftsforbund) also exists. Data not available on membership.

Portugal Separate SME association (CPPME), with no bargaining role or representation on consultative bodies, with SMEs also represented by

mainstream associations (CIP, CCP, CAP), which do have such a role.

Spain Separate peak SME association (CEPYME), which acts jointly with mainstream association (CEOE). They negotiate jointly but are

separately represented in consultative bodies. Some smaller independent SME associations at regional level.

Sweden SMEs may be represented through affiliates of SAF, which is represented on consultative bodies and whose members are involved in

bargaining, and FR, which has no bargaining role and is not represented on such bodies. Data not available on SME membership.

UK Separate peak SME association (FSB), with no bargaining role. Chambers of Commerce also have significant SME memberships.

Mainstream association (CBI) also represents SMEs, and has representation role on consultative bodies. SME membership of

associations generally low.



been tried out in some sectors, and may
now be extended to others; and experi-
ments have been conducted in creating
single representative structures for a
number of firms in the same industry or
industrial area.

Collective bargaining
Bargaining coverage

While bargaining structures vary consid-
erably between European countries, in
all those considered here there is a direct
relationship between company size and
coverage by collective bargaining - as the
size of firms increases, so does the level
of bargaining coverage. In smaller firms,
and especially in those with fewer than
20 employees, collective bargaining
coverage is the exception. However, it is
worth noting that a number of studies
have indicated that one of the distinctive

features of small enterprises in some
countries is the high degree of inform-
ality of their industrial relations: that is,
the interaction between the parties may
take various forms which are not codi-
fied or formalised, but occur on a
voluntary basis.

The characteristics of the national in-
dustrial relations system are an impor-
tant factor in determining the position of
SMEs with regard to bargaining cover-
age. As might be expected, the coverage
of bargaining among small firms is
higher in those countries which, despite
frequent tendencies towards decentrali-
sation, have a more centralised bargain-
ing structure: examples include Austria,
Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Nor-
way, Spain and Sweden. In these
countries collective agreements signed at
the national, sectoral level tend to be

applied in small enterprises as well as
larger ones, either because they gener-
ally belong to the employers' associa-
tions which signed the relevant
agreements (as in Austria), or because
such agreements may be extended to
become binding on all companies in a
sector, whether members of the signa-
tory organisations or not, and regardless
of size (as in France and the Nether-
lands). In Spain, for instance, SMEs are
covered by collective bargaining in the
same way as other companies, since
sectoral agreements are applicable to all
companies and workers in an industry
and not only to members of the
signatory organisations (although ex-
perts and trade unions doubt whether
sectoral agreements are actually imple-
mented in many small companies).

Bargaining coverage among SMEs is less
extensive in countries with less centra-
lised bargaining and in those like Ireland
and the UK, where the industrial rela-
tions system is voluntaristic and/or
deregulated, though in neither case are
there accurate figures on this issue.

When it comes to quantifying bargaining
coverage among SMEs, only a limited
amount of data are available, and these
seem scarcely comparable. This is due to
the fact that the workforce-size thresh-
olds for defining the firms concerned
differ, and above all to the fact that,
given the varying national bargaining
structures, in some cases the data refer
to company-level bargaining while in
others they refer to sectoral bargaining.
Moreover, in many instances, the figures
are estimates which should be treated
with a certain amount of caution. Table
4 on p. vi summarises the data that are
available:

Where bargaining coverage is low
among SMEs, the scant presence of
unions in such enterprises is a reason
cited in countries such as Ireland. Even in
countries where bargaining coverage is
relatively high, such as Greece and
Portugal, weak union organisation in
SMEs is reported as causing problems.

Bargaining procedures

The bargaining procedures which apply
to SMEs may in some cases be different
from those which apply to larger firms -
as, for example, in Norway. The most
prominent case in France, where special
rules have been introduced for bargain-
ing in SMEs, with the aim of promoting
company-level negotiations in such
firms. Company-level bargaining is nor-
mally conducted on the workers' side by
trade union delegates (or other work-
force representatives designated as
such), but many SMEs have no such
representatives. An October 1995 na-
tional intersectoral agreement (not
signed by the CGT and CGT-FO union
confederations), given legal backing in
November 1996, provided that sector-
level agreements may allow companies
with more than 10 employees and
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Table 3. Employee representative structures in SMEs

Country Thresholds for creation of structures (and presence in SMEs)

Austria Threshold for works councils is five employees (though not always present,

especially in firms with under 100 employees).

Belgium Threshold for works councils is 100 employees. Thresholds based on bargaining for

union delegations (eg five-20 employees).

Denmark Threshold for cooperation committee is 35 employees. Threshold for entitlement

to elect shop steward is five employees.

Finland Threshold of 30 employees for application of Co-determination Act. No threshold

for election of shop stewards (present in over 40% of firms with one-five

employees, 51% of those with six-nine employees and 68% of those with 10-29

employees).

France Thresholds are: 10 employees for workforce delegates (present in 29.6% of

workplaces with 11-49 employees, 58.9% of those with 50-99 and 74.8% of those

with 100-499); and 50 for works councils and union delegates (present in 35% of

workplaces with 50-99 employees, 54.3% of those with 100-199 and 75% of

those with 200-499).

Germany Threshold of five employees for works councils (works councils exist in 9% of

western German firms with five-20 employees, 36% of those with 21-100 and

78% of those with 101-299).

Greece Threshold of 50 employees for works councils, or 20 where no union exists in the

enterprise (however, works councils are rarely elected in SMEs).

Ireland No statutory or generally agreed mechanisms. In practice, in SMEs direct

communication structures between employers and individual employees are

prevalent, rather than indirect, collective structures.

Italy Threshold of 15 employees for Rsu representative bodies (smaller firms can elect

inter-company delegates).

Luxembourg Thresholds of 15 employees for employee committees/works councils and 150 for

company joint committees.

Netherlands Threshold of 50 employees for works councils, while ``mini-works councils'' (if

employees so wish) or personnel meetings can be established in those with 10-50

employees (work councils present in 75% of firms with 35-100 employees in 1997,

before raising of threshold).

Norway Threshold of 30 employees for employee board-level representation.

Portugal Threshold of 50 employees for workers' committees.

Spain Threshold of 50 employees for workers' committees, while workers' delegates may

be elected in companies with six to 49 workers (these tend to be rarer in

companies with under 31 workers, though figures in firms with 31-49 employees

are similar to those for larger companies).

Sweden No threshold for union representation based on co-determination legislation,

though threshold of 25 employees for board-level employee representation.

UK No statutory or generally agreed mechanisms. Voluntary joint consultative

committees are present in 17% of independent private firms with 10-100
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Table 4. Coverage of SMEs by collective bargaining

Country Bargaining coverage

Austria Data not available.
Belgium Data not available.

Denmark Bargaining covers 35% of enterprises with under 10 employees, 38% of those with

11-25 employees, 46% of those with 26-50 employees, 56% of those with 51-100

employees and 51% of those with 101-250 employees (based on independent

figures, considered low by trade unions). Small independent enterprises with under

25 employees are much less likely to be covered than enterprises of the same size

owned by a larger company.

Finland Data not available, but sectoral agreements can be extended to cover all firms in

industry, including non-members of signatory organisations, which may often

include SMEs (applies to 65% of private sector agreements).

France Data not available, but: sectoral agreements may be extended to non-members of

signatory organisations and total sectoral bargaining coverage is around 92%; and

one in five company agreements are signed in firms with under 50 employees.

Germany Branch-level agreements cover 35.7% of west German private sector establish-

ments with one to four employees (18.9% for eastern Germany), 56.5% of those

with five to nine employees (26.5%), 57.5% of those with 10-19 employees

(32.5%), 59.9% of those with 20-49 employees (40.3%) and 70.3% of those with

50-99 employees. Agreements may be extended to cover non-members of

signatory organisations.

Greece Data not available, but higher-level agreements may be extended to non-members

of signatory organisations, while company-level bargaining is very rare in SMEs.

Ireland Data not available, but thought to be low, with pay and conditions predominantly

decided unilaterally by employers or through direct relations with individual

employees.

Italy Firms with fewer than 20 employees tend either not to be covered by bargaining

or to be covered by national/sectoral bargaining. Those with 20-100 employees

are mainly covered by sectoral bargaining, and those with more than 100

employees mainly by company bargaining Over 1990-4, company agreements

were signed in only 8.7% of small enterprises (20-99 employees), compared with

19.9% of medium-sized enterprises (100-499 employees) and 32.9% of large ones

(more than 500 employees).

Luxembourg Data not available, but bargaining either absent or defines only minimal provisions

in some key SME sectors (eg hotels and catering, retail and crafts).

Netherlands Data not available, but SME coverage enhanced by extension of sectoral

agreements to non-members of signatory organisations.

Norway Bargaining covers 50% of employees in small enterprises (under 20 employees),

68% in medium-sized enterprises (20-99 employees) and 77% in large enterprises

(over 100 employees).

Portugal Data not available, but agreements may be extended to non-members of signatory

organisations and total bargaining coverage is around 94% of workforce (83% for

sectoral agreements and government orders, specifically aimed at SMEs).

Spain SMEs covered by bargaining in the same way as other companies, since sectoral

agreements apply to whole industry and not only members of signatory

organisations (though doubts whether agreements are actually implemented in

many small companies). 40% of company agreements (covering 3.4% of workers)

signed in firms with 50 or fewer employees.

Sweden Agreements cover 70% of enterprises with up to 20 workers (95% for larger

companies).

UK Data not available (but thought to be low, with union recognition in only 12% of

independent private firms with 10-100 employees).

lacking a union delegate, to negotiate
either with the elected workforce re-
presentatives (works council members or
workforce delegates, who are not ne-
cessarily union members), or employees
mandated to bargain by a union. These
new rules were used particularly to
negotiate working time changes, influ-
enced by legislation giving employers
financial incentives for cutting working
hours. The initiative was given a sig-
nificant boost by the June 1998 legisla-

tion introducing the 35-hour working
week, which also perpetuated and
amended the ``mandating'' rules (as
applied to 35-hour week agreements),
extending them to firms of all sizes and
removing the requirement for an
authorising sectoral agreement.

Bargaining contents

In general, where sectoral bargaining
applies to SMEs as well as larger firms,

the contents of agreements are the same
for all companies. From Finland and
Sweden, for instance, it is noted that
there are no differences between SMEs
and larger companies in agreements on
wages and other working conditions
(though this does not mean that there
are no differences in wages between
enterprises - agreements often set only
minima in Finland, for example). How-
ever, there are a few cases where
sectoral agreements differentiate be-
tween SMEs and other companies, either
directly or indirectly.

In Germany, during the 1990s, a number
of branch-level collective agreements
have addressed the often more difficult
economic situations of small enterprises
by including ``opening clauses'' which
allow these companies to deviate from
collective agreements - ie to reduce
wages below the general collectively
agreed level. For example, in the eastern
German retail trade, companies with up
to 15 employees may pay 6% less than
the collectively agreed wage rate and
companies with up to five employees
may pay 8% less. Similar small enterprise
clauses are found in the eastern German
wholesale trade and printing industry. In
other cases, such as the eastern German
printing and sawmill industries, collec-
tively agreed pay increases come into
force after a delay of several months in
smaller companies.

In Austria, the social partners, especially
in manufacturing, have since 1997
exhibited a certain willingness in bar-
gaining to provide only a sectoral
framework and to refer various matters,
such as working time and pay increases,
to be covered by detailed agreements at
the establishment level - ie to the works
council and to management. Since such
referral is available only to establishments
with a works council, and works councils
tend to be found to a greater extent in
larger establishments (see above), the
implication is that agreements are in-
formally beginning to make a difference
between larger and smaller establish-
ments. Another feature of Austrian
industrial relations is that there is sepa-
rate bargaining for industrial establish-
ments and for crafts/trades
establishments in the manufacturing and
construction sectors, and pay settlements
are usually greater in the former than in
the latter. Few crafts/trades establish-
ments employ more than 100 workers,
implying a certain degree of differentia-
tion by size. However, this should not be
exaggerated - industrial establishments
are themselves not necessarily large
scale, with over 80% having under 100
employees.

Local-level solutions

The fact that SMEs may be seen as too
small in themselves to be involved in
company-level bargaining has led in
some countries to suggestions that
``territorial'' bargaining, grouping SMEs
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from a particular geographical area, may
be an alternative. At present, such
territorial bargaining seems to be little
developed, although a number of ex-
perimental initiatives are in progress.

As mentioned above, in Belgium, recent
experiments in pooled regional-level
bargaining structures for SMEs in some
sectors may now be extended to others.
In Italy, a significant example is the
creation by employers' associations and
trade unions of bipartite bodies for small
firms in the crafts sector, which deliver
services to workers and organise training
schemes, and are becoming an arena for
relations between the social partners at
local level. In France, since 1985, small
firms may group together to sign
sectoral or intersectoral agreements at
local or departmental level, which may
create joint committees which can over-
see their implementation and also ex-
amine employees' individual or collective
demands. Such initiatives have seen little
success so far, though there have
significant developments in agriculture
and (more recently) building.

Social partners' views and
strategies

Among the countries considered here,
there are several in which neither
employers' organisations nor trade un-
ions appear to treat firms' size as a major
issue. For example, since the over-
whelming majority of Danish enterprises
are SMEs, the general policy of the social
partners is the same in relation to both
small and large firms (though a few
unions make a special effort to ensure
that rules are enforced and to recruit
members in those SME sectors where
unionisation is low and pay and working
time rules are not observed, especially
among part-time and seasonal workers).
In Sweden, both the LO trade union
confederation and the SAF employers'
confederation state that their views and
strategies on SMEs do not differ from
those on larger companies, as the same
collective agreements apply, irrespective
of size (though SAF would prefer smaller
firms' needs to be better taken into
account in labour law).

In the majority of countries, however,
the representatives of the social partners
consider that SMEs display a number of
specific features, and have developed
policies and views in relation to them.

Employers' views

In general, employers' organisations
view favourably the fact that small firms,
unlike their larger counterparts, are
often not subject to all the perceived
rigid rules regulating the employment
relationship, and believe that it is their
high level of flexibility that is mainly
responsible for their success. In general,
employers' organisations are in favour of
even greater deregulation for SMEs. To
take two clear examples of the views,

lobbying and activities of employers'
organisations vis-aÁ -vis SMEs:

. most UK employers' associations have
traditionally preferred a deregulatory
approach to industrial relations. Since
the current Labour Party government
made public in 1998 its various
proposals for legislation to provide a
minimum floor of employment rights,
employers' associations have lobbied for
the legislation to be ``watered down'',
especially as applied to SMEs. Thus, for
instance, firms with under 20 employees
have been removed from the scope of
proposed trade union recognition
regulations; and

. in France, employers' organisations,
and particularly the SME-specific
CGPME, have demanded that social
security contributions levied on SMEs
should be reduced, and that they should
be given more flexibility by alleviating
their legal obligations, simplifying
bureaucratic procedures, and raising the
thresholds for obligatory employee
representation.

In terms of their own membership
among SMEs - which as we have seen,
may be relatively low in some cases -
mainstream employers' organisations
sometimes face problems. For example,
in Germany surveys show that numerous
small firms feel that they are not
represented in traditional employers'
associations, which allegedly dominate
associational and collective bargaining
policies and do not pay due regard to
the interests of their smaller members. In
some countries, such as Italy, employers'
organisations try to attract SME mem-
bers through the services they offer,
while Norway's NHO has set up specific
committees to examine and advise on
the problems of recruiting SMEs.

Trade union views

In most countries, trade unions take a
specific interest in SMEs, in terms of
improving their employees' employment
rights and conditions, and of recruiting
members. The representation of workers
employed in small firms is considered
crucial by unions in most countries. This
is made problematic by the difficulty of
creating workplace representation struc-
tures, especially in smaller enterprises,
and by the fact that many owners of
small enterprises tend to adopt person-
nel policies based on individual relation-
ships with workers. The issue of
increasing worker protection in smaller
firms is another key issue. Thus, unions
in countries like Belgium, Italy and
Portugal seek to have thresholds for the
creation of various representative struc-
tures or the application of other em-
ployment rights lowered. In the UK, the
TUC has campaigned throughout the
1980s and 1990s for the introduction of
minimum standards in the workplace,
including SMEs, while in France, acting
to reduce inequalities between employ-

ees of SMEs and other companies is an
objective of many unions.

The recruitment of new members among
the employees of SMEs has been an
important theme for unions in many
countries and diverse strategies have
been devised. Italy is a good example,
with unions taking a three-pronged
approach. First, in areas with a high level
of small firms, the unions try to gain
recognition as ``local-level actors'' by
organising initiatives not necessarily
strictly related to work but rather to
problems specific to a town or area, and
participate in bipartite local bodies (see
above) where these exist. Second, the
unions take workplace initiatives, seek-
ing to organise assemblies of workers.
Third, they provide services and advice in
areas such as tax, pensions, legal matters
and leisure facilities. This emphasis on
local activity is reflected in Spain, where
unions emphasise the need for the
greater ``regionalisation ''of trade union
action and seek changes in the regula-
tions on the election of workers' repre-
sentatives in order to create specific
regional representation for workers in
SMEs.

Studies of industrial relations in SMEs
and of the specific needs of their work-
ers are seen as important parts of the
unions' recruitment drives in countries
such as Austria and France. In the
Netherlands, the FNV Bondgenoten un-
ion - which, incidentally, believes that
the process of concentration of SMEs
through mergers and cooperation
should help unionisation efforts - has
formed ``union teams'' in shopping
centres, which keep in touch with,
advise and recruit individuals working in
retail outlets. In France, CFDT and CFTC
are considering the idea of establishing
special collective representation struc-
tures tailored to SMEs, while many
French unions are also using SMEs'
current interest in bargaining over the
introduction of the 35-hour week, and
the new ``mandating'' procedures for
concluding agreements (see above), in
order to contact employees, build rela-
tions and unionise.

A final note of caution on union
recruitment efforts in SMEs comes from
Ireland and Luxembourg. It is suggested
that some Irish unions may be disinclined
to promote recruitment drives in SMEs
because they expect to receive little
payback on the time and resources
expended, while from Luxembourg it is
reported that the failure of a few union
offensives to produce the desired results
may have led to a feeling of ``defeatism''
in some quarters.
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Commentary
There are great differences in the
definition of SMEs between European
countries. It is not the common criteria
defined by the EU Recommendation
which prevail, but the tradition of each
country - probably reflecting the diver-
sity of production structures in the EU.
In the great majority of countries, the
Recommendation's various workforce-
size thresholds do not seem very
appropriate for classifying SMEs.
Furthermore, in many countries there is
no unequivocal definition of SMEs,
statistical sources are problematic and
few specific studies have been con-
ducted. In most countries the only
criterion for defining an SME is work-
force size, and in only a few cases are
economic or ownership criteria, or the
potentially usefully criterion of inde-
pendence, used. Everything indicates
that though they are ``fashionable'',
SMEs have not been studied to any
great extent.

Given these problems, one must be
cautious about making generalisations
on SMEs. As several national reports
point out, company size is without
doubt an important criterion, but in
itself provides little definition of the
type of company, its working conditions
or its industrial relations. While there
has been a remarkable growth of SMEs
and employment within them over the
past two decades, it is not so clear that
this can be attributed to the virtues of
size, as is claimed by the ``small is
beautiful'' discourse that is so popular
in some environments. Many national
reports refer to more complex changes
in the production structure that have to
do with ``delocalisation'', ``deverticali-
sation'' and outsourcing, new forms of
inter-company cooperation, and the
boom in certain sectors, especially in
those services where SMEs are predo-
minant. These processes give rise to
companies with very diverse profiles in
terms of the type of activity that they
carry out and the place that they
occupy in the work process. In certain
branches, traditional SMEs co-exist
alongside the most innovative SMEs,
especially in services and among com-
panies that are subcontracted by large
companies and are strongly dependent
on them

It is also hard to generalise about
employment and working conditions in
SMEs. It seems clear that one of the
factors that explain the growth of SMEs
is precisely the lower labour costs and
greater ``flexibility'' in human resources
management. In principle, SMEs offer
lower wages, less stable employment
contracts, less safety, and longer and
more irregular working hours. Among
other factors, these differences are due
to the lower levels of employee repre-
sentation and collective bargaining in

this type of company. However, the
scope of these differences between
SMEs and larger firms depends greatly
on the type of company and its market
situation.

Membership of trade unions and em-
ployers' associations is generally very
low in SMEs, and decreases with the
size of the company in almost all
countries. There are no specific trade
union organisations for workers of
SMEs, but in most countries there are
specific employers' organisations that
act for SMEs. These have increased in
number in the 1990s, but they do not
always participate in industrial relations,
acting rather as organisations offering
services to companies. It therefore
seems that the representative organi-
sations of SME employers are still
characterised by fragmentation and
lack of coordination.

Regarding collective representation
structures for workers in SMEs, it is
surprising that what can be interpreted
as inequalities established by law persist
as we reach the threshold of the 21st
century. In other words, not all workers
of SMEs have a regulated right to
collective representation of their inter-
ests in the companies in which they
work. The applicable regulations ex-
clude workers in SMEs below a certain
size in the majority of countries. The
structure of collective representation
often takes on different forms accord-
ing to the size of the company, while
the resources that the employer pro-
vides to the workers' representatives
often depend on company size.
Furthermore, having the right to col-
lective representation regulated by law
is not a sufficient condition. In small
companies in almost all countries of the
EU, workers who exercise the right to
collective representation are a minority:
either there are no representative
structures or they have little effective
power.

If there is practically no workers'
representation within small companies,
there is even less collective bargaining -
as the size of firms decreases, so does
the level of bargaining coverage. In-
dustrial relations in SMEs are informal
and in most cases individualised, which
gives employers great discretionary
powers to establish working conditions.
Where bargaining is decentralised to
the company level, SMEs are very often
excluded. While SMEs are more fre-
quently covered by bargaining in more
centralised systems, where agreements
concluded at higher levels (such as the
sector) are applied at lower levels, they
are still frequently excluded from cov-
erage in some countries.

In a minority of countries (such as
Belgium, Italy, Spain), trade unions are
seeking solutions to the problems of

low levels of workplace representation
and bargaining coverage, though their
proposals have been consolidated
neither in practice nor in the prevailing
regulations. These initiatives are defined
by an attempt to transfer the powers of
workers' representatives in companies
to the level of the ``locality'' (or
territory) in order to enable workers to
exercise them. The ``locality'' is defined
in different ways - the municipality, the
industrial area or the region. These
proposals attempt to transfer the
powers of representation and negotia-
tion to a territorial level in order to
guarantee the implementation of reg-
ulations and laws and of what is agreed
at higher bargaining levels.

This ``localisation'' of SME industrial
relations (as against company-level
bargaining) seems an interesting pro-
posal from the trade unions' viewpoint,
but it obviously conflicts with employ-
ers' demands. The unions see the
individualisation of labour relations in
SMEs as a problem because in most
cases it involves discretionary powers
for the employers. On the other hand,
employers' organisations see in SMEs a
factor of competitiveness, because they
associate them with flexibility and lower
costs. They value in particular the
greater flexibility in the use of the
workforce and the fact that these firms
are less subject to certain regulations.

Local government could, and already
does, play an important role in some
areas, setting up support policies for
SMEs that allow them to base their
competitive strategies on aspects that
do not involve a worsening of working
conditions. However, this is a road that
is not free of problems, because the
pressures of the market are very great
and force employment and working
conditions down. For this type of
support to be more effective, it must be
accompanied by other measures aimed
at reinforcing the implementation of
labour legislation and the processes of
dialogue, concertation and collective
bargaining at local level. Local admin-
istrations could make their support to
SMEs conditional on commitments
made through bargaining among the
social partners, and on respect for
workers' rights, as these are also
citizens' rights. (MarõÂ a Caprile, CIREM,
Clara Llorens, QUIT-UAB, and Marco
Trentini, Ires Lombardia).


